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Pat Suzuki,

star of Flower
Drum Song, now
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Use this minute to take stock of yourself. After all, who in this wide world
knows you as well as you do? Ask yourself these questions and let your con-

science give straightforward answers:
1. Am I successful in my chosen profession?
2. Is my position secure?

3. Have

advanced or been content to lag?
capacity reached a maximum?
5. Where am I heading?
I

4. Has my earning

"belong," or am an outsider-professionally and socially?
opportunities slip by me ungrasped?
What can I do to improve?

6. Do

I

I

7. Do
8.

e_

1,

We can't answer the first seven for you-only you can. But we can point out the basic trouble
if you gave yourself a majority of negative answers-you probably cannot speak well. Admit it,
isn't this the biggest and perhaps the only factor holding you back?
You remember, don't you. You remember how your insides tighten and your voice quivers
whenever the V.I.P's. talk to you; or how embarrassed you were at the business convention
when your mouth felt dry and zippered. Sure, you remember how later you thought of what
you could have said-but didn't.

There are other considerations too which you sometimes find yourself dwelling upon. The
successful lawyer who lives nearby and drives a swanky blue Cadillac; the used -to -be neighbors who built their dream house and moved recently (he was an engineer wasn't he); and it
wasn't long ago you read about that old school chum who has become a prominent manufacturer in the toy industry. Why aren't you capable of having what they have?

of one time reticent and awkward in their vocal
communication. All you need is to understand
where your deficiencies lie and to correct them.
Our instructors will help you do this. They will
bring out your hidden speaking talents.

HERE IS WHAT YOU'LL LEARN
The Art of Communication, How to Develop
Your Hi -Fi Voice, How to Organize Material,
Effective Communication, How to Prove What
You Say, How to Dramatize Ideas, How to Sell
Your Ideas, How to Make a Speech of Introduction, Making a Speech to Inform, How to Hold
an Audience in the Palm of Your Hand, How to
Handle a Controversial Subject, How to Read a
Radio Script, How to Stir Your Audience, etc.

FREE SPEECH TEST
Opportunity does not pick and choose its recipients. Get set to answer its knock. Use the
coupon below to get our free speech test. We
will give you an honest appraisal without obligation and tell you frankly where you need
help. We will explain fully how our course can
help you. Do it today-tomorrow just pushes
your big chance a little further away.

WE'VE GOT THE ANSWER
Chances are you are just as capable, which brings up back to the eighth question-the one
to which we hove the answer. Those people, just like all successful people, speak well. They speak
dynamically, positively-they know what they want to say and how to say it. YOU CAN TOOL
The Institute of Human Communication will help you along the road to success. You want success-the Institute wants to help you succeed. Therefore, a speech course with all lessons on

tape has been developed by people with years of experience in teaching public speaking and
voice, and experience in radio, TV and on the platform. You can learn at home, in your spare
time, how to speak effectively. You learn to speak by speaking, you learn by hearing actual
speakers and our instructors coach you to achieve the results you want.

INSTRUCTION ON TAPE
Tape is the ideal medium with which to acquire better speaking habits. Every student is given
individualized, private instruction. Assignments are tailored to fit your needs and interests, to
help you develop your abilities to the fullest. You will suffer no embarrassment such as you
might in a group class. Our instructors work with you and guide your progress. They are interested in you and what they can do to help you accomplish what you want to do.

Never underestimate your own ability to speak well. Thousands of successful speakers were

TIME'S UP
Your minute, or two, or three, has slipped by
and we are sure you will agree the time spent
in reading this has not been wasted. Why not
take just a few more minutes to fill in the coupon. At the close of the course, should you elect
to try it, your answers to the questions above
can look something like this:

L1 like

my work and my family has a
higher standard of living than ever
before.

2.

I've been with the firm ten years
and expect to be there until re-

tirement.
3. My name's up

for another promo-

tion next month.
4. Each promotion means a raise.
5. I'm heading

toward

a

fuller, more

stable, life.

SEND FOR FREE SPEECH TEST
Director
Institute of Human Communication
Associated Teaching Center
3411 Old York Road, Baltimore, Md.
Please rush me the FREE SPEECH TEST.
no salesman will call.
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MAKE AND MODEL OF RECORDER

Opportunity

is

always welcome at

my door.

will be under no obligation and

8.CONTACT THE INSTITUTE
HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Institute of Human
Communication

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

have more invitations to business
functions than I can
handle.
I

and social
7.

NAME

CITY

6.

ZONE

STATE

Baltimore, Md.
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ADD-ATRAC
MOST PRACTICAL, THE MOST USEABLE, THE MOST
UNUSUAL FEATURE ANY TOP TAPE RECORDER HAS TO OFFER!
THE

SEE

-HEAR -COMPARE THE ALL -NEW V -M

'tape-o-mati("'

FOUR -TRACK STEREO -PLAY TAPE RECORDER-MODEL 720

PLAYS ALL STEREOPHONIC TAPES (2 -track. 4 -track

either stacked or staggered

)

RECORDS AND PLAYS -BACK MONOPHONICALLY

Amazing new "Add -A -Track' permits you to record on
one track, add musical accompaniment or additional
voices on the second track while listening to the first

recording and on playback you hear both tracks simultaneously! This exclusive V- M feature has unlimited

applications in education... in business... in industry, in

CATHOPTI(: TUNING ENT FOR PROPESSIONALQt'ALITY RE(:oRDING REST 115
I IIGI-t-Qt'ALITY, HIGH-FIDELITY MICROPHONE (in-

cluded)
BUIE-GRAY LEATHERETTE CASE -COMPLETELY
PORTABLE
ONLY 5225.00Iisti
,MODEL ¡66 MATCHING AUXILIARY -AMPLIFIER
SPEAKER COMPLETES YOUR STEREO SYSTEM

addition to its appeal for pure "home entertainment"!

the
V -M

CORPORATION

oice

BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

575.00

list

M of

WORLD FAMOUS FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS
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tape recorder
P. A. system
portable TV set
hand tools
FROM YOUR CAR, Boat or Plane!
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MARK MOONEY, JR.

INVERTERS

Editor and Publisher
JOHN L. ALIEN

JEAN COVER

Circulation Manager
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JAMES H. MILLS, SR.

Art Director

Technical Consultant

for changing your storage
battery current to

I

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY
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in your own cari
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MORIN, JR.

National Advertising Manager
274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
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ISSUE

PIONEERS IN CREATIVE TAPE

Stark Auringer
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Jean Corer
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RADIOS
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PLAYERS
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RULES OF RECORDER CARE

directly from your car!

MAKE YOUR CAR, BOAT OR PLANe
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1959 ROUNDUP

25

SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER

Jerry Brock

28

TAPE RECORDERS
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NEW TAPES
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FEEDBACK
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CLUB NEWS

16

compartment

UNIVERSAL

INVERTERS
Especially designed to change 6 or 12 volt
O.C. to 110 volt A.C. 60 cycles.
ror..,
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PRODUCT
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NORELCO CONTINENTAL

400

32

Cover courtesy RCA Victor
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POLICEMEN
REPORTERS
OUTDOOR MEN
FIREMEN
PUBLIC OFFICIALS
MODELS 6U-RHG (6 volts) 125 to 150 watts. Shipping weight 27 lbs. List price
$99.50
DEALER NET PRICE
$66.34
I2U-RHG (r2 volt.) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping
weight 27 lbs. List price
....$99 50
DEALER NET PRICE
S66.34
Write for literature on other Sizes and Models
of ATR INVERTERS. priced as low as 511.95 list.
SEE

MODELS

-/NEW

Battery Eliminators

DESIGNS VNEW LITERATURE

DCAC Inverters

Auto Radio Vibrators
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CAESAR GIOVANNI
VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCH.
MARIO ROSSI THE 101 STRINGS JANE MORGAN PAT BOONE
COUNT BASIE JOSH WHITE
BILLY MAY JOE WILLIAMS THE MASTERSOUNDS SHEP FIELDS
BUDDY BREGMAN ARTIE BARSAMIAN
JIMMY GUIFFRE
ELLA FITZGERALD
CHICO HAMILTON
THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND
PAUL PARAY MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY ORCH. EDUARD STRAUSS
DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCH. FRITZ MAHLER DENNIS MATTHEWS
ARTHUR LYMAN JO JONES
DINAH WASHINGTON
JOHN SCOTT TROTTER
GEORGE GREELEY MARTIN DENNY
RALPH FONT
ERNIE HECKSHER
LEON BERRY
ROGER WILLIAMS
DAVID CARROLL
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
CONNIE FRANCIS
ANDRE PREVIN
WARREN BARKER
FRANK DE VOL
OSCAR PETERSON
PAUL WESTON
JOE WILLIAMS
DICK LEIBERT
LIONEL HAMPTON
THE FINE ARTS QUARTET
LAWRENCE WELK
BOBBY SHERWOOD
MIKE SIMPSON
RAYMOND PAIGE
THE SURFERS
GEORGE WRIGHT JONEL PERLEA
CHARLES DAVIS BUDDY COLLETTE HEINRICH HOLLREISER
MAURICE CHEVALIER
MATTY MATLOCK
DUKE ELLINGTON
LARRY CLINTON TYREE GLENN
HENRY MANCINI LEON BIBB
JOSE GRECO
HARRY JAMES DIZZY GILLESPIE LEROY HOLMES
RAY ELLIS
JULIE LONDON THEODORE BIKEL
LOUIS PRIMA
KEELY SMITH
JOHNNY HODGES
THE HARMONICATS
ALFRED BRENDEL
ANTONIO JANIGRO
GEORGE FEYER
BUD WATTLES
MOGENS WOLDIKE
NEW YORK CITY BALLET ORCH.
ALFRED NEWMAN
KEN DARBY SINGERS
WAYNE KING HAMBURG PHILHARMONIC ORCH. THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS ANDY GRIFFITH
DOLORES GRAY
CARMEN CAVALLARO
NEW WORLD SYMPHONY ORCH.
SAMMY DAVIS JR.
PHILHARMONIC PROMENADE ORCH. OF LONDON
AARON COPLAND DAVE CALSON
SABICAS
FRANK HUNTER
SAL SALVADOR QUARTET
DON COSSACK CHOIR
LES BROWN
JONI JAMES
LESLIE CARON
THE TOMMY DORSEY ORCH.
HERMIONE GINGOLD
HAL KANNER JOHN CART
METROPOLITAN JAll QUARTET SARAH VAUGHN FOR LIST OF 4 -TRACK TAPES AND DEALERS
WRITE 1030 KIFER ROAD, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
UM0'I11
SIR ADRIAN BOULT

DAVID ROSE

LEOPOLD STOWKOWSKI

BILLY VAUGHN

*-Fair

NEW TAPES
We are happy to report that among the
many new tapes being released, both in
cartridge form and reel-to-reel, an increasing number of popular, well known, names
are now appearing, names that heretofore
were seen only on discs.
With tapes offering better quality at
prices comparable to or, in some cases, less
than, discs, it was inevitable that top recording execs would get around to scheduling
tape releases featuring big name artists.
Among the newest releases we find such
names as Pat Boone, Lawrence Welk, Billy
Vaughn, Ella Fitzgerald, Lena Horne, Harry
Belafonte, Perry Como, Louis Armstrong,
Pat Suzuki, David Rose, Roger Williams,
Johnny Puleo, Perez Prado, Lionel Hampton. Maurice Chevalier, and many, many

more, with still others to follow.
Also, in the ranks of the newest releases,
there are a number of original sound tracks
from movies, Broadway shows, and television
series.

Keep 'ens coming fellas, we're with you.

**-Good

Music

Artists
Performance

Fidelity

***
****
****
***

BEETHOVEN "EMPEROR" CONCERTO
Concerto No. 5, in E -Flat, Op. 73
Arthur Rubinstein, pianist
Symphony of the Air; Josef Krips, conductor
RCA KCS-4009
4 track, 334 ips, cartridge

$6.95....38

mins.

The name "Emperor" is most fitting for
this moving composition. Piano, orchestra,
and the music itself are majestic.
Beethoven achieved a great deal of contrast on this fifth concerto, just as in his
fourth, by using the "enharmonic" change.
That is, as well as using a tone common
to two seemingly unrelated keys, Beethoven
arrives at B major from E -flat by treating
E-dat as its "enharmonic' equivalent, D sharp.

CLASSICAL
Music

y

70

-.. J

'

Artists
Performance

Fidelity

****
****
****
****

Recording is superb, especially considering that the piano and orchestra are both
being recorded simultaneously. All sound
is evenly balanced and well reproduced.

POPULAR
Music

Ll
AND THE WOLF
Prokofieff's Peter and the Wolf and
Lieutenant Kije Symphonic Suite.
Boris Karloff, narrator.
Mario Rossi conducting the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra.
PETER

VANGUARD VTC 1601
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.

$7.95....45

mins.

Prokofieff had a warm feeling for children, a whimsical humor and, it seems to
us, a pretty strong imagination, all of which
are evident in these two compositions.
Peter and the Wolf is a bewitching symphonic setting of a fairy tale. Prokofieff
also wrote the story. What a perfect tape
to introduce your child to classical music.
Boris Karloff was an excellent choice for
narrator. He does so quite well. In fact,
we would like to hear more from this gentleman on tape.
Lieutenant Kije was first composed as a
movie score. It was a light satire about an
imaginary being who came into existence
when a mad Russian Tsar magnified a blot
on a piece of paper into the fancied name
of Lieutenant Kije. Not wishing to doubt
their Tsar, his courtiers invented mythical
exploits for the Lieutenant. This is all musically told.
A most interesting tape, well done in all
respects, with immaculate fidelity.
6

Artists
Performance

Fidelity
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****
****
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***-Very
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Fidelity

THE GREATEST
Side I: Thou Swell, There Will Never Be
Another You, Love Is Here To Stay, 'S
Wonderful, My Baby Just Cares For Me,
Nevertheless.
Side 2: Singin' In The Rain, I'm Beginning
To See The Light, A Fine Romance, Come
Rain or Come Shine, I Can't Believe That
You're in Love With Me, This Can't Be
Love.

Count Basie Plays....Joe Williams Sings.
VERVE VST 4-204
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.
$7.95....35 mins.

The Basic organization is a team, with
the coach at the piano keys calling signals.
They play together, and while Joe Williams' voice is not by any means exceptional,
it most adequately fits in with the Basic
backing.
This backing, plus the singing, plus Mr.
Basic's subtle piano tinkling, are all amply
well placed in the recording. It would seem
to us that mike placement for this recording
was well thought out. Can't help but compare the combination to the baking of a
cake. All ingredients are there, all are well
mixed.
Cheers for the rich fidelity and stereo.

JJ/I

.......

Performance

****
****
****

Fidelity

****

Music

Artists
THE GEORGE WRIGHT SOUND
Side I: Chloe, Mood Indigo, Beyond The
Sea, Honky Tonk Train.
Love Paris, Baubles, Bangles and
Side 2:
Beads, The Whistler and His Dog, When
You Wish Upon a Star, Dizzy Fingers.
I

George Wright.
HIFITAPE R-710
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.

$7.95....32

mins.

My, oh my, the glorious wonder of a
mighty Wurlitzer pipe organ. It would take
entirely too much space to mention the tremendous array of instrument pipes, the special effects, the varied sound this king of
musical devices can produce.
It is a whole orchestra in one package,
and it needs a practiced master to play it
pro -?.rly. George Wright is just that.
We wonder sometimes what our ancestors
would think if they could hear the almost
unbelievable sound reproduction we are able
to get today with tape and good equipment.
Here is a powerful organ, expertly recorded, with all its sound brilliance showering around vou.
Fidelity, well your ears can't even hear
all the fidelity this tape offers.

LEROY ANDERSON PRESENTS
Belle of the Ball, Fiddle-Faddle, Sandpaper
Ballet, Sarabande, The Penny -Whistle Song,
Syncopated Clock, The First Day of Spring,
Forgotten Dreams, Blue Tango, Sleigh Ride,
Serenata, Song of the Bells.

Leroy Anderson and His Orchestra.

STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY S15
reel-to-reel.

4 -track, 71/2 ips,

$7.95....41 mins.
Light symphonic music elegantly performed. Gilt-edged arranging and conducting.
Added effects such as chat of sandpaper
in the Sandpaper Ballet, the alarm in Synand the horse whinny in
copated Clod
Sleigh Ride enhance the whole release.
The selections on this tape are varied and
well chosen-each has an appeal all its own.
Mr. Anderson wields a talented baton and
you know every musician is giving his best.
Dazzling stereo, praiseworthy fidelity.

-'4',1~RxO
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IT'S THE BIGGEST

****

bel Canto stereophonic 1epe. recording ST,

63-4

TRACK

71T

ips

NEWS

LET'S DANCE

Side A: My Sin, Dancing Tambourine,
Euphrates, The Puerto Rican Peddlar,
Armen's Theme, Dixie Dawn Patrol.

of4,57

To

Side B: Let's Dance, Cuddle Up A Little
Closer, Yearning, A Gliss To Remember,
The Glow -Worm, The Trouble With Harry.
David Carroll and His Orchestra.
MERCURY STA 60001
4 -track, 712 ips, reel-to-reel.

$6.95....28

IN

1141t)411

mins.

STEREO

We have found in the course of listening
to tapes that you can start one spinning and
tell after the first few bars of music whether
you will like it or not. In most cases you
know if you will tire of it, because it has
a monotonous sound even with the melodies
different; or if you will want to play it many
times, because what you are hearing are
original, imaginative arrangements.
David Carroll here uses an instrumental
stratagem that definitely puts this tape in
the last mentioned category. An engrossing,
perfectly delightful treat for the ears, danceable too.
Superb fidelity,

as

most sound on tape is.

Music
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Performance

Fidelity

TAPE!
i

LOUlSKEELY!

FROM

****
***
***
****

THE GLENN MILLER SOUND IN STEREO
Side I: St. Louis Blues, At Last, Sleepy
Town Train, Yesterday's Gardenias, In the
Know Why,
Mood, American Patrol,
Tuxedo Junction, Rhapsody in Blue.
Side 2: Serenade in Blue, Song of the
Volga Boatmen, Moonlight Cocktail, Anvil
Chorus, Kalamazoo, Sunrise Serenade, Under the Double Eagle, Danny Boy, Chattanooga Choo Choo, Adios.

all

03.95

Pp

your favorite
recording artists

o

PAT BOONE
LAWRENCE WELK
BILLY VAUGHN
LOUIS PRIMA
and KEELY SMITH

I

by members of the Glenn
Orchestra and The Bay Big Band.
OMEGATAPE ST 4001
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.
Played

$9.95....60

Miller

OF 80 GREAT
2STEREOPHONIC

bel canto
stereophonic tape!

Ahhh, that unforgettable Miller swinging

Miller highlights.
Great dance tape, scrumptious background
music for a party, pure listening pleasure.
We think you'll like it.
Don't know why, but the fidelity and precise stereo engineering on this 4 -track is
considerably better than on the 2 -track versions we had of the same programs.

available NOW

TAPE RELEASES

mins.

style. The arranging mastery of this irreplaceable band leader cannot he duplicated.
Those making up this group who were
originally with Glenn, must certainly take
great pride in once again playing some of
his most popular hit selections. We know
the thousands of Miller fans will want this
captivating release. It is just chock full of

TRACK
7Y2 IPS

ON

ecorded in finest authentic stereophonic sound
all tapes are available in..
2 TRACK 71/2 IPS
4 TRACK 7'/2 IPS
and the NEW TAPE CARTRIDGE!
.

SEE YOUR DEALER NOW
If not available at your local dealer, write to ..
!

.

BEL CANTO STEREOPHONIC TAPE
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

2919 SOUTH LA CIENEGA BLVD.
a

subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

7

-..
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BUY
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TAPE!

Performance

Fidelity

STERE Q

DANCE BANDS in
available 2 track or 4 track
salute to BENNY GOODMAN
tribute to CHARLIE BARNET
tribute to WOODY HERMAN
'
SHEP FÍELDS and Ills Rippling Rhythm'
GLENN'MILLER, SOUND TOAST to the DOR_SEYS

from your tape dealer or from

Omegatape

****
****

****
****

Sheik of Araby, It Had To Be You, Peg O'
My Heart, Twelfth Street Rag, Cuddle Up
A Little Closer, St. Louis Blues Boogie,

AUDIO FIDELITY AFST 1830
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.

A SOUND

$8.95....26

INVESTMENT
When we find one we don't hesitate. Hi -Fi TAPE RECORDING
magazine will pay many future
dividends in recording and listening pleasure.
Where else can you invest at no
risk? TAPE RECORDING'stime
honored "money -back guarantee"
makes this investment the bluest
of blue chips.
This practical magazine will
bring you each month:
Consumer new product reports
of recorders and equipment
tested by our staff

mins.

We find words hardly adequate to describe the perfection of this tape, both performance -wise and fidelity-ssise. Talk about
live sound-you feel like these fellows are
standing about 3 feet in front of you.
The harmonica tonal variations and harmony are simply glorious. \Ve prefer listening to Johnny Puleo and His Gang to some
of the full orchestras we have yawned
through.
Audio Fidelity's engineers and recording
equipment do a superb job. Sharp, uncluttered fidelity, stereo at its best.
We can't leave here without a mention
about the beautiful, easily handled packaging of Audio Fidelity's tapes.

Music

fo
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Artists

New products

Performance

Newest developments in techniques which will improve your

I

Fidelity

***
**
**
****

results

experience of recordists
from all over the world
The

Plus-questions
tapes to the

& answerseditor-tape club

news-classified section, etc.

Fill out the coupon below and
drop it in the mail today. If your
check hook isn't handy we'll be
glad to bill you later.
2
1

Years
Year

$7.00
$3.75

HI -F! TAPE RECORDING
Severna Park, Md.
Please enter

scription
2
1

as

or renew

my sub-

indicated below,

years

57.00

year

53.75

Payment enclosed.

37 mins.

For those unfamiliar with it, the Roosevelt is a prominent hotel in New York,
where Mr. Elgart and His Orchestra appear.
Unfortunately, it seems that the difference
in orchestra styling is fading. There are so
many "just bands", good bands, but not
bands of distinction with a quality all their
own. It is in this latter classification that
we must list the Elgart band. You can
dance to it all night, but just listening causes
a monotony you soon tire of.
As usual, RCA's engineering and reproduction are above reproach and the resultant
fidelity is of the highest order.

Zone

Stale

ALMA MATER
Side I: Whiffen Poof Song, Cayuga's Waters, Stein Song, Army Blue, Eyes of Texas,
Fair Harvard.

8

Music
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Performance

Fidelity
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r

Stirring college songs, sung by 25 male
voices-The Johnny Mann Singers. Sung
with all the gentleness, all the inspiration,
all the exhilarating strength the songs were
meant to convey.
These masculine voices, so well blended,
so harmonious, give a noble performance
indeed. You sort of feel sentimental even
though you may never have attended any
of the schools the songs represent. No musical background, just pure, melodious singing.
Great release-high, high fidelity.

le

Music

ATAD

Artists
Performance

Fidelity

FURY OF THE MATADOR
Side I: Espana Cani, Opera

***
****
****
***
Flamenco,

Mundo, Gitanillo.
Side 2: El Gato Montes, Rafaeo Llorente,
Manolette, La Entrada, Gallito.
Don Miguel Valencia conducting La Fiesta
Vito,

En

Er

de Toros.

TELECTROSONIC TT -407
$4.98..28 mins.

Ole! This tape weaves a lively pattern
of the bullring, which clearly sets forth all
the pomp, bravery, and untouchable pride
of the matador, all the explosive, menacing
anger of the bull, and the contest between
the two for survival.
It's all there in the music-fiery, seering
music, recorded in Madrid. A tape mostly
for listening pleasure.

NOW
BUY

TAPE!
BROADWAY SHOWS

in

CÍEREQ
track J

with words and music
available

MISCELLANEOUS

Address
City

NEW SOUNDS AT THE ROOSEVELT
Let My People Swing, Yearning, You Should
Have Told Me, I Cried for You, Honeysuckle Rose, If Love Is Good to Me, Mountain Greenery, Cool -Aid, Sleepy Time Gal,
Lagonda, April, Wabash Blues, Blue Thursday, Walkin'.
Larry Elgart and His Orchestra.
RCA EPS-244
2 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.

Bill me later.

Name

LIBERTY 7134
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.
$7.95....30 mins.

JOHNNY PULED AND HIS HARMONICA
GANG

Italian Medley, Miente Me, You Are Always in My Heart, Peanut Vendor, Southland Tribute, Roses of Picardy, Orpheus.

HOLLYWOOP

Side 2: Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, Tell Me
Why, Oklahoma Hail, The Palisades, Maryland My Maryland, Navy Blue & Gold.
The Johnny Mann Singers.

2

track or

FLOWER DRUM

MY FAIR LADY

4

SONG

MUSIC MAN

THE

OKLAHOMA

SOUTH PACIFIC

from your tape dealer or from

OmOODgatape
HOLLYWe

La Fiesta de Toros orchestra magnificently
presents all the thrills and excitement the
compositions are written to convey.
Good stereo effect, no complaints on

Ttíe

Á

PENTRON

,

4

Campus Library,
t

,

fidelity.
ó

HOU.Y111000

NEWS

IN" STEREO

Music

Artists
Performance

a

Fidelity

=

***
****

****
****

HOLLYWOOD THEMES IN STEREO
Side I: Terry's Theme, A Very Precious
Love, Tara's Theme, Ruby, Wild Is The
Wind, Variations on Colonel Bogey.
Side 2: Gigi, Love Theme From La Strada,
Spellbound, The Long Hot Summer, The
Old Man and the Sea, Katsumi Love Theme.
Frank Hunter and His Orchestra.
KAPP KT 41006
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.

$7.95....34

mins.

Just as TV, the films have been given
much added impetus thanks to theme, or,
more appropriately, mood music. For that
is just what it is. It is designed to complement the drama being enacted, to help
create the mood portrayed.
Many of the movie theme music selections become popular such as Very Precious
Love, Gigi, and the Colonel Bogey March
on this tape.
Frank Hunter and his orchestra give this
music all the lush richness and tonal coloring it calls for. He has gathered an impressive array of strings and woodwinds together and come up with some fruitful scores
which are pleasant to listen to.
Smoothly balanced stereo, faultless fidelity.

Music

Artists
Performance

Fidelity
PARIS IN STEREO
Side I: Valentine, The Song From Moulin
Rouge, La Gaiete Parisienne, Mon Homme,
A Paris.
Side 2: La Belle Helene, La Ronde De
L'Amour, La Vie Parisienne, Apache Dance,
Sous Les Toits De Paris, Paris Canaille.
Raymond Lefevre and His Grande Orchestra.
KAPP KT 41009
4 -track, 71/2 ips, reel-to-reel.
$7.95....30 mins.

A musical portrait of Paris is a most adequate description of this tape. Whatever
Paris may mean to you, tisis music will stir
memories. If it means nothing in particular,
perhaps this tape will stir new thoughts.
In any event, the lilting music is lovely
and picturesque.
Raymond Lefevre and His Grande Orchestra render pleasing performances. The
overall orchestra tonal structure is well
blended.
Stereophonically speaking, this tape is
right on the button, and fidelity -wise we
classify it A -I.

jaa
Early Middle Ages
History Series, Campus
World, Inc.

S`TE:FR,ÉÓ

The

Library,

11.){

Campus

-01

Queller, Assistant Professor of History and General Studies at the
University of Southern California. 2 hours,
By Dr.

33/4

Donald

o

E.

ips. $11.95

With satellites whirling overhead and
the stockpiling of hydrogen bombs going
on apace, it is almost comforting to listen
to this tape and realize that the people of
this day and age were not alone in having
problems of some magnitude.
The tape covers: The Late Roman Empire, The Early Christian Church, The Barbarian Invasions, The Transmission of the
Classical Heritage, The Carolingian Empire,
The Invasions of the Moslems, Maygars and
Norsemen, Feudalism, Manoralism, The
Feudal Monarchies, The Church in the
Feudal Age, Literature and Learning in the
Feudal Age, The Byzantine Civilization and
Islam and Arabic Culture.
Professor Queller has done a remarkable
job in organizing his material so that it is
well presented in the period of time dictated by the length of the tape. He draws
the basic outlines of each period and shows
how it evolved into the next. Thus in the
space of some 120 minutes you get a clear
but broad picture of the systems under which
our ancestors lived. Such things as a gigantic bureaucracy, heavy taxation, and inflation are not new.
Dr. Queller does an excellent job of
voicing and the tape is very interesting.

NEW TAPES RECEIVED
REEL-TO-REEL
Audio Fidelity, Dukes of Dixieland, 4 -track,
7t/2 ips, AFST 1851
Audio Fidelity, Mallet Magic, Harry Breuer
and His Quintet, 4 -track, 7t/2 ips, AFST
1825
Campus World, Inc.-The Campus Library,
Political Science Series, California Government, dual track, 33/4 ips, PS -2
Campus World, Inc.-The Campus Library,
Religion Series, God: Basic Conceptions,
dual track, 334 ips, R-3
Campus World, Inc.-The Campus Library,
English Series, The Epic: Its History and
Development, dual track, 33/4 ips, EH -2
Hifitape, Tahiti, The Surfers, 4 -track, 71/2
ips, R 417
MGM, David Rose Plays Music From Gigi,
4 -track, 71/2 ips, ST 3592-3640

$249951

HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDERS

SEE IT...
RECORD IT..
HEAR IT...

PROVE
...

ips, SST 800
Roulette, Try A Little Tenderness, Tyree
Glenn With Strings, 4 -track, 71/2 ips,
RTC -504
Stereophonic Music Society, The Cadet Glee
Club, West Point Sings Army Blue, 4 track, 71/2 ips, S 19
Warner Bros., Gone With the Wind, Muir
Mathieson conducting the Sinfonia of
London, 4 -track, 71/2 ips, WST 1322

...

...

...

...

...THEN OWN IT!
Plays

2

and

4

track tapes.

Built-in 3 speaker performance.
Guaranteed frequency response;
40-15,000 cps C 7% ips, ± 3 db
40-12,500 cps @ 3% ips, ± 3 db.
Two speeds
74 and 3% ips.
-52 db signal to noise ratio

..

.

...

7t5 ips, SST 807

Omegatape, The Hi-Lo's in Stereo, with
Frank Comstock's Orchestra, 4 -track, 71/2

...

first sound
It's love at first sight
Pentron's outwith the Triumph
standing, medium priced, professional
quality tape recorder that gives you
everything you've wanted in one electronic masterpiece.
Look at these features: simple pushonly 18 easy -to button operation
living room styling
carry pounds
ideal for use as tape deck
exclusive one year warranty.

Omegatape, Flamenco, Laurindo Almeida,
4 -track,

IT...

See

your dealer for complete specs and features

There's a Pentron Tape Recorder
for your budget ... Stereo and mono
models list priced from $129.95.

...
...

and sounds
Tape means higher fidelity
American
best on a Pentron Recorder
manufactured... for your quality standards.

PENTRON® CORPORATION
777 5. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO 24, ILL.
9

CROSSTALK
from the Editors

NEW PRODUCTS are the lifeblood of any industry. Every firm which expects to stay
in business must constantly have on the drawing boards and in its development
labs, new and experimental ways of improving its products. This is the only
way it can keep ahead of its competitors. Should research and development
stop then the industry is dead or dying.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE TAPE RECORDING industry is no exception and, we are happy to say,
lively in the matter of new, better and cheaper products.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

it

is

very

*

WORD OF THESE new developments sooner or later leaks out in reports couched in
guarded phrases "it was learned that
.", "a source said," etc. It also
seems that everything that is going to be brought out is scheduled to "fight"
something else or cause "confusion." Next year is supposed to see the "battle
of the cartridges." This year it was the "battle of the cartridge vs. reel-toreel" and the "battle of the speeds."
.

*

*

*

.

*

*

.

*

*

*

WE HOPE we can get ring side seats at the battle of the cartridges because all the
other battles fizzled out.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE LATTER BATTLE is supposed to take place because Minnesota Mining, CBS labs and
a couple of other fellows are working on a new type of cartridge that uses
1/8 inch tape running at 1-7/8 ips speed. This can be stacked and a number
can be made to pláy in sequence, like a stack of phono records on a record
changer.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

T

*

*

*

,

WE HAVE NOT seen this cartridge. It is still in the lab and any firm that shows its
hand in this industrial poker game before that hand is ready to be shown is
just courting disaster. We don't expect to see it until it is ready for market,
then we shall probably be deluged with cartridges and machines so we can do
a story on it for our readers. It sounds like a good idea but as far as we
are concerned, it is just a gleam in its inventor's eye. We've seen too many
gleams go out when the realities of production were faced. So don't look for
any article on it for a year or maybe two.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THIS CARTRIDGE IS supposed to "fight" the RCA cartridge, which was supposed to
"battle" reel-to-reel which was supposed to add to the "confusion" of four
track vs two track and so on ad infinitum. But let's look at the record.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IS THE 1-7/8 ips speed new? Not by a jugfull. It has been on some recorders for
years and has been added to others as models were changed. Is 1/8" tape new?
No. We reported on that back in 1955. It was supposed to permit owners of dual
track machines to edit their tapes. It went over like a lead balloon.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THEN CAME THE RCA cartridge. This was going to turn the tape world topsy-turvy. It
was to be the end of reel-to-reel recorders. It was announced two years ago
and is still not here in quantity. It is a good logical development but,
looking at the record, we find the sale of reel-to-reel recorders has never
been better and the output of reel type music on tape has hit an all time high.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE BATTLE OF the speeds was a bust because almost every recorder has both speeds
on it. The cartridge battle was a dud because all you have to do to play it on
the other machine is to take the tape from the cartridge and play it. And
doubtless, when 1/8 inch tapes makes its bow someone will come up with an
adapter so you can play it on your recorder.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

x

,

SO WHY GET IN a tizzy every time something new breaks in tape. Applaud the company
for having the guts to make something better or cheaper. If you like it buy
it, if you don't, don't buy it and it will disappear. The time to get scared
is when an industry stops developing new ways to do things. For instance,
where does the phono industry go after the present stereo binge?
*

10

*

*

*

*

,

*

*

New PRODUCTS
TANDBERG MODEL 4
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reel of
spirited classics...
professionally recorded
on Audiotape
A

Put yourself in high spirits!
This reel of bright and melodic
classics will make a fine addition to your tape library. And,
it's available on a bargain basis.
The makers of Audiotape have
not gone into the music business.
They are simply using this reel
to demonstrate how life -like
music can sound when it's recorded on Audiotape. The result
is a delightful listening experience for you. "High Spirits"at Audiotape dealers everywhere.

THE PROGRAM
"High Spirits" includes these bright
selections, professionally recorded on
Audiotape:
Strauss

Frisch Ins Feld

Strauss

from Fledermaus Waltz

Beethoven

from Symphony No.

Tchaikovsky

from Capriccio Italien

Bizet

from Carmen Suite

Berlioz

Rakoczy March

1

in

C

Manufactured by AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York
Offices in Hollywood & Chicago

Tandberg of America, Inc., 10 East 52nd
St., New York 22, N.Y. has introduced
a four -track monaural tape recorder, developed for maximum recording and playing time on I!t" tape. The Model 4 (manually operated) and the Model 4F (remote
control operated) will record, play or erase
four separate tracks on 1/4" tape It has
three speeds, 17/8, 33/ and 71/2 ips with
a frequency response at the highest speed
of 30 to 16,000 cycles. The unit also features a selective four -track erase switch,
which permits erase of any track without
affecting the other three tracks. The price
of Model 4 is $349.50 complete with
luggage case and microphone. The remote
control Model 1F includes foot pedal, luggage case, and microphone and is priced
at $399.50. Write manufacturer for complete details.

SCHOOL RECORDER

Califone Cora., 1020 North La Brea
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. has introduced
the Solitaire school tape recorder, Model
72-T. It is housed in a carrying case with
front doors which open out to provide side
panels of a booth. These panels are covered with durable polyurethane foam for

deadening sound. The Solitaire is equipped
with a continuous duty synchronous motor,
an easily operated precision tape deck with
a two channel amplifier, resettable digital indicator, single control for record/play/
stop functions, rewind and fast -forward control interlocked with function control to
prevent tape spillage or breakage, simplified VU meter, and convenient line cord
compartment. It will play up to 7" reels at
33/4 or 71/2 ips. Wow and flutter are
under .25% rms. Price is 5349.50. Additional information is available from the
manufacturer.

special
bonus package
...from the makers
of Audiotape
A

Here's a great opportunity for
tape fans. "High Spirits," a
sparkling program of toe -tapping classics, is now available
from Audiotape dealers in a
money -saving bonus package.
No matter what type of tape
equipment you have, you can
enjoy this exhilarating program, for it's available in twotrack stereo, four -track stereo
and dual -track monaural sound
(all at 7'z ips on 1200 ft. of
Audiotape)

THE OFFER
You get the "High Spirits" recording
and a 7" reel of Audiotape (on 11/2 -mil

acetate base) for the price of two 7"
reels of tape plus $1.00. And since
you're getting two 1200 -ft. reels of professional -quality Audiotape-with "High
Spirits" recorded on one of them-you're
actually paying only a dollar for this fine
program of lively classics. Don't wait.
See your Audiotape dealer now.

Manufactured by

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York
Offices in Hollywood & Chicago

lil

COUSINO MAG-MATIC

to 12,000 cps, and its impedance is 50
ohms. It is priced at 559.50. For further
information and literature, write American
Microphone Mfg. Co., 412 South Wyman
Street, Rockford, Illinois.

Record Anything, Anywhere
with "The Mognenmite*"
Battery -operated, spring -motor tape
recorder designed for professionol
field use. Assures complete independence from AC power. Meets
Notional Association of Radio and
Television Broadcosters standords.
60 Models available.

PHONO-TRIX

Write for fret literature and direct factory prices to Dept RF:

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA
New York 13. N. Y.
n. 398 Broadway

with-

Check yourself
#2

Tapebook

HOW'S YOUR
HEARING?
by James M. Laing, M. Ed.

Getting The Most Out of
Your HI-FI or Stereo?

Are You

Can You Understand Speakers?
Hear Lyrics Plainly?

Protected hearing is the key to your
listening enjoyment.
Ilearing is one of your most precious human possessions. It, however,
like every other precious possession,
requires protective care. \Vithout
proper protection your hearing can
leave you completely, and without
warning.
To properly protect your hearing
there arc two things you must do:
(I.) test your hearing periodically,
and (2.) seek early medical guidance
as soon as a hearing test indicates a
possible hearing loss.
Periodical hearing tests arc important because, unlike most other ailments, a hearing loss gives you little
positive warning. A hearing loss can
creep into your life so gradually that
you can be completely unaware of its
presence.

Test your hearing

...

Cousino Electronics Corporation,
2107 Ashland Avenue, Toledo 2, Ohio, has
just introduced the Mag-Matic Educator
Dual Channel tape recorder with the Voice Flector and automatic loading Echo-Matic
endless loop magnetic tape cartridge. The
Mag-Matic recorder is the basic unit used
in the Cousino Electronic Language Laboratory and is designed to provide industrial
users with a method of training executives
and employees in foreign and demesric
speech training programs, plus many other
oral practice requirements. The Voice Flector is a convenient, portable isolation
booth, acoustically designed for direct, nonelectronic self analysis of auditory response.
Both the recorder and Voice -Flector are designed to be used independently with ether
type equipment. For more information and
prices, contact Cousino.

AMERICAN MIGHTY MIDGE

A streamlined, completely self-contained
recorder, precision -made in West Germany, is being distributed in this country by
Matthew Stuart & Company, Inc., 353
West 54th Sr., New York City. It is called
the Phono-Trix and it measures 9" x 5"
x 41/2" and weighs only 5 pounds. It operates on four standard fiashlieht batteries,
providing 40 hours of recording time at a
cost of 80 cents. It is available in speeds
of either 17/8 or 33/4 ips, and uses a standard 3 -inch reel of tape on a dual track
system. Tapes are interchangeable with
other machines. It can also be used as an
amplifier, with its 20 -foot microphone cable making it ideal for meetings and other
gatherines. A full line of Phono-Trix accessories -is also now available. Phono-Trix
is priced from 569.95 to 5149.95, depending on the model. Write Matthew Stuart
for details.

FAIRCHILD AMP

and be sure!

To help you check your hearing
periodically is the purpose of this
"hearing check recording."
TAPE CONTAINS
30 minutes of music by the famous

Lenny I lerman Orchestra-good for
listening or dancing as well as screen
testing of hearing. Specially monitored.
33 ton pairs to test musical discrimination
75 word pairs to test speech discrimination
Full

7"

71/2 IPS

dual track reel
full direction booklet
Only $9.95
Postpaid
ASK YOUR DEALER OR ORDER FROM
TAPEBOOK DEPT.

Mooney -Rowan Publications
Severna Park, Md.

12

I

American Microphone is marketing a
new omni-directional lavalier microphone
called the "Mighty Midge," or Model D-12.
Its naturalness of pick-up eases balancing
problems, and a rugged dynamic element
protects the unit against all normal hazards.
A plastic alloy diaphragm affords maximum
protection against wind blast, temperature
and pressure extremes and corrosive agents.
A necktie clip and lavalier cord are standard equipment. Frequency response is 70

Faircnilu Recording Equipment Co.,
Long Island City, New York; has announced that its 25 -watt amplifier, Model
255, now incorporates a number of engineering changes and is rated at 30 watts
output. This
has
been
accomplished
through circuit revisions and by the use
of EL34 output tubes and a GZ34 rectifier. Average production units measure
less than 0.1% intermodulation distortion
at full output. For price and further information, write to the factory.

sion of classroom lectures in subjects such

Robert C. Snyder

as history, geography, law, etc., in which
there is often a high ratio of modifying

the remaining pieces back together and
you will have a tape which is now one fifth shorter than the original and will take
one -fifth less time to run through the
playback, but the pitch of the recorded
material will not have been raised at all.
If you doubt this, try it for yourself.
The Fairbanks machine, of course, does
this electromechanically rather than by
cutting and editing the tape.
By reversing the operation of the machine it is possible to "expand" or lengthen
the speech, again without changing the
pitch of the sound. This expanded speech
is most useful in analyzing speech patterns
in the study of foreign languages, speech
defects, difficult musical passages, etc.
The degree of compression or expansion
can be varied and the final length of a
speech, spoken instruction, etc., can, within
reason, be made to fit a particular time
requirement.
Readers who are interested in details
of this process are referred to page 261 of
"Elements of Magnetic Tape Recording"
by N. M. Haynes. Details of the machine
itself can be found, we are informed, on
page 7 of the I.K.E. Transactions -Audio
for January -February, 1954 in an article
entitled "A Device for Time Expansion
Used in Sound Recording," by G. Fairbanks, W. L. Everitt, and R. P. Jaeger.
Consider also the possibility of compres-

words to essential idea words. Such applications might result in savings of up to
one-half of the time necessary to convey
a given amount of information.
Consider, if you will, the further possibilities of speech time-compression if all
articles, prepositions, verbs, etc., which are
not essential to the sentence were deleted
before the material was voiced and then
the spoken material was further condensed
by the Fairbanks technique.
In the preceding paragraph the italicized
words could be omitted with no real loss
of meaning. The flow of speech is not as
euphonious, but it is intelligible none the
less and a time saving of 10%-20%
results,
We would like to hear front any readers
who have utilized the Fairbanks or other
time -compression technique with details
of the application and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the results.
Mr. Darrell asked us whether he could
have his own tapes compressed. We presume this might be relatively expensive
because it involves at least two separate
re -recordings of the material, but we have
written for the information and will let
you know what we learn.
Mrs. Lane, in her letter, asks us for
details of concrete and if possible "tried"
uses of the tape recorder in the elementary
school classroom. We plan this to be the
subject of our column either next month
or the month after. Have you any suggestions for her?

TAPE IN EDUCATION
THIS is the first of sthat we hope will
be a series of columns on the philosophy
and use of the tape recorder as an educational device.
We believe firmly that the development
of the tape recorder constitutes an opportunity to create entirely new methods of
education, that the recorder will lead to a
new philosophy of learning in languages
and similar fields, and that specialized
types of recorders-which we will describe
for you in future columns-will make
possible new techniques in fields such as
musical instrument and voice training.
We would like to hear from you about
unusual techniques that you are using or
know about. Tell us, if you like, about
new techniques which you believe could
be developed and about new types of machines which you believe would be necessary to carry out such techniques. We will
print interesting letters and give you details
of new ideas as they are developed.
The educational use of tape recorders
can be divided into at least a half a dozen
different areas. Furthermore, the recorder
can be used either as a teaching aid by the
teacher or as a self -learning device by the
student.
We have at hand letters from Mr.
Darrell Page of Washington, D. C. and
Mrs. Nancy B. Lane of Wellesley, Mass.
Mr. Darrell inquires about a self -learning aspect of recorder use. In an article
entitled "Magnetic Tape: The Mind's New
Tool" in the October, 1959 issue of
Reader's Digest, reference is made to the
techniques of speech time -compression and
expansion as a method of conveying spoken
information at an accelerated rate.
Mr. Darrell wants to know more about
how this is done and also whether he can
have his own tapes containing law subjects
"compressed.' and so "speeded up" to
enable him to review more material in his
preparation for the bar exams.
Mr. Darrell's question leads us into a
most interesting area of educational use of
recorders. That is the area of the relative
effectiveness of conveying information by
the spoken word as against the written
word.
A fast reader may read accurately at the
rate of over 500 words per minute. Normal
speech is around 100 words per minute
and even the most ra aid speakers can
rarely speak distinctly at much over 200
words per minute. Few listeners would
enjoy listening to speech at the higher
speed for long.
To overcome this difficulty and "timecompress" or condense speech in order
to permit the spoken transmission of more
information in a given amount of time,
Fairbanks, Everitt, and Jaeger at the University of Illinois developed a machine
several years ago which, in effect, clips out
very small segments of the sound track
at repeated short intervals.
Imagine taking a standard tape recorded
at 71 inches per second. Every quartet of
an inch along the tape cut out and throw
away a one-sixteenth inch segment. Splice

TRUE.

HIGH FIDELITY
\
TAPE RECORDING
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HERE
Recording professionals who kntiw that a microphone
can in ke or break a recording íession have made
the Sfittre UNIDYNE the most widely used, most requested microphone in the world. Where sound
extraordinary
`reproduction is most critical,
ultra-card' d uni-directional microphone picks up
without distortion
every ;its tle shading of sound
with superb suppression of random
background noise. Frequency response, 50 to 15,000
cps-and now 41% higher in output level.
(Matched Unidvnes are available for Stereo recording.)
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Manufacturers
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Y,S
Send for Free Literature:
SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 Hartrey Avenue Evanston, Illinois

Dept.

28_A

of the World Famous Shure Stereo-Dynetic Phono Cartridge
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I'd like to pass along-perhaps
help others who are tape fans.

FEEDBACK
Excerpts from
Address

all

readers' letters will

correspondence

to:

be

The

used in

Editor,

To the Editor:
I

this column.

Hi -Fi

Natural Death for Phonos
have been a subscriber to Tape Re-

cording for the last three years, or more,
and while most of the time while reading
"Feedback" I am content to let letters
do not agree with go by without comment,
feel I must take strong exception
to one in the issue of November, 59.
I
too favor the tape recorder over the
phonograph and while I have two tape
recorders I feel I cannot go along with
such advertising as "Help Stamp Out
Phonographs" and "Why Gamble with
Records"-this is too much like shooting
your old dog or horse because you have
acquired a better one.
I
am almost 60 years old now but I
never will forget the many, many hours of
listening pleasure I have had from phonographs up to the time I bought my first
tape recorder and I always had a phonograph ever since I was 18 years old.
I
am in favor of the advancement of
anything that is for a good purpose but
not at the cost of destroying the things
I once had. I would not destroy the harp1

1

I
have thousands of feet
tape and out of a clear sky
had a whistle when played.
was not in the music but

RECORDING, Severna

TAPE

Park, Maryland.

sichord because I may now have a piano,
nor any type of musical instrument that
is not generally used any more;
these
things have died a natural death in most
cases and God bless them for what they
once meant to many people who never
knew the phonograph, let alone a tape
recorder.
Most of my tape library consists of
copies of old phonograph records which
I
have been able to obtain at little costrecords of mostly gone and forgotten and
sometimes unknown singers, orchestras and
bands.
How will those born and raised in the
tape recorder era look upon such advertisements as "Junk the Tape Recorder"
and "Why Gamble with Reels" when another instrument appears to supersede the
tape recorder
and can anyone deny
the possibility of this?
The phonograph has lived a long and
useful life through its various developments so why not let it die a natural
death when its time really comes-as all
of us human beings would wish when
.

.

.

their time comes.-Peter F. Gilles, Cleveland, Ohio.
Taped Messages

ALLIED has the BEST BUY
IN THIS QUALITY TAPE RECORDER

,11'7
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$5 down

KNIGHT® KN-4050 DUAL TRACK RECORDER
Features push-button automatic control for instant selection of Record, Play, Rewind, Forward and Stop at either 73 or 3% speeds. Includes digital index counter; safety interlock to
prevent accidental erasure; separate tone and
volume controls; recording level indicator. Records from mike, radio, TV or phono. Built-in
5 -watt amplifier and 4 x 6' speaker for remarkably faithful quality. Easy to operate. Compact
-only 30 lbs. Complete with microphone. 5'
reel of tape and 7" take-up reel. An exclusive
Allied product-unbeatable for value.
$99.93
92 RU 725. $5.00 Down. Net
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Your buying guide to everything in I
recording, hl -fl and electronics.
World's largest selection of recorders, tape docks, amplifiers, mixers,
tape and accessories. Write for your 1.
Free copy.
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ALLIED
RADIO
Ave.,

100 N. Western
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To the Editor:
The following from the Sunday, October
l edition of the Japan Times might be
of interest to you.
"Employees of an Osaka electric company are greeted by their president every
morning when they report to punch the
time clock. The gimmick is that a tape
recorder is connected with the time recorder so that a push of the button automatically reproduces the president's mildest voice saying 'Top of the morning to
you!'
"This greeting is given to those who
punch the clock before 8:30 A.M., the
regular starting time for the company.
Those who arrive a moment after 8:30
A.M. hear a louder and rather unpleasant
voice say, 'You're late!'
"For those who arrive before 8:00 A.M.
the president's voice melodiously says,
'I'll never forget your diligence.'
"The number of late comers is said to
have been considerably reduced."-David
T. Thomson, Director, English Academy,
Kyoto. Japan.

We are indebted to Director Thomson
We also noted in a
press dispatch that the city of Osaka keeps
its pedestrians under control by playing
tape recorded music while they wait for
the red light to change before crossing
the intersection. Sounds like Osaka is a
real tape recorder town.

for that choice bit.

No More Whistle

To the Editor:
recently ran into
I

1

a

condition which

it will

of recorded
all my tape
The whistle
was coming

from the recorder.
put on new pads but still the whistle
was present. Now here's the catch. I ran
out of the regular recorder pads so for
some time was making pads from an old
felt hat. The last pads were cut from a
different hat, which contained slightly
thicker felt. This slight additional thickness was causing the tape to whistle.
I

Found this out by easing the pad presa probe while the recorder
was in operation.
Secured and installed
regulation pads from the company who
made the recorder-whistle is no more.
A. Yundt, Chicago 14, W.
sure arm with

-A.

Our thanks to reader Yundt for his
thoughtfulness in passing along the valuable tip.
Stereo Binge-Fooey

To the Editor:
There is reason enough lying about on
the shelves of dealers who stock prerecorded

tape, to substantiate the reason-

ing of Curtis D. Janke of Sheboygan
(May/59-page 13).
However, Mr. Janke first must realize
that the discs he cherishes above tape,
were themselves born from a master tape
at 15 -inch speed, the latter being a far
cry from the mass-produced tapes Mr.
Janke rightly compares unfavorably with
disc playback.
It does not take a highly trained ear to
detect that SOMETHING definitely happens to program material when it is
zipped off at 60 -inch speed for mass sales.
Of this there is no question. I speak now
of monaural dubbing. Stereo has the
quality of masking the situation. Mr.
Janke has evidently discovered something
is wrong and perhaps more time will pass
before a larger percentage of Audio Fans
are made aware of it.
Every time I purchase pre-recorded tape,
I
regret it. Oh, there are exceptions, but
they are rare. Too often I have returned
the tape for refund or credit. I can snap
on my AM -FM tuners and tape-record
music aired from a studio -clean disc which
appears to have more liveness and fidelity
than some mass-produced tape.
I
would prefer a real crisp
tho there may he a suspicion
travel, rather than tape which
if the mike had been wrapped

disc even
of needle
sounds as

in burlap!
entirely likely that a contributing
factor behind stereo's push today is that
it creates a liveness in tape which was
lacking monaurally due to hasty dubbing
techniques and poor miking.
Speaking of stereo: one of our hi -6
salons is frantically pushing a free stereo tape (via radio advertising) with each
stereo machine, "prices slashed-bargains
everywhere." A trip to the store reveals
no elbowing crowds. It is possible that
It

is

the Stereo Boom has already reached its
peak.
I can

look at the stereo situation with
suitable perspective, as it was 1951/52 that

broke the sound -barrier with one of the
first stagger-head Magnecords, which we
used at 15 -inch speed with two condenser
mikes. It was an expensive outfit and we
I

had good results.
Might I add for today's stereo fans:
they will soon lose taste for stereo -speaker
playback once they've clamped to their
heads a pair of stereo -phones. The result
is musical ecstacy-real crazy, man, real
crazy! Today, I scarcely turn my head
when I hear a stereo demonstration. I
sold the outfit 4 -years ago. Today I have
a full track Magnecord M-90 with access
to another machine. When dubs are made
from these two (at 75/2 inch speed) the
dubs are identical. Dubs at 15 -inches are
of course superb.
I think the stress towards tape economy
by splitting tracks and lowering tape speed
will eventually work against tape equipment sales. Friends who drop in and hear
my playback of masters or dubs at 15 inches, are completely fascinated by the
clear realism. The "high" end of course
is right there, but what separates the men
from the boys is the superbly clean and

utterly natural

bass

reproduction

at

15

inches, impossible to display at 75/2 inches.
I have some dubs from masters purchased
of George Wright on the massive theatre
Wurlitzer. These organ notes are terrific
on the system. A pair of properly phased
Lansing C-34 folded corner horn speakers
six -feet apart creates a "fill" of sound not
too removed from stereo as heard today.
When Audio friends hear this combination they wonder: "Why all this fuss over
stereo, requiring special recorders, special
tapes, extra amplifiers? I don't get it!"
Neither do I.
Improper miking technique may have
indirectly contributed to stereo supplanting
monaural tape. It has been hard to weed
speak
out the really significant tapes
only of instrumentals now. So many
studios resort to several mikes and this
creates a muddy effect. As witness to this,
15 -inch dub of a
I have beside me a
popular orchestra, purchased as a monaural
copy. Its lack of brilliance and clarity is
due to blending of two stereo tracks.
Metro Goldwyn Mayer sound studios
whose technicians got me on to the right
track, mike -wise, developed the "single mike" technique to a high level. Properly
placed, one mike can handle an entire
orchestra, even vocals, without cancellation
and odd effects resulting from more than
one mike. M -G -M skill was behind development of the mike now called the
Stephens C -I system. When I use this
instrument on orchestras, or choral groups,
the results far surpass any other pickup.
One of the severest tests of any mike is
the pickup of the complex waveforms from
a large choral group. When I use the C-1
system the results are limited only by the
skill of the singers.

-1

The stereo -binge can go no higher today
than enjoyed by the few who may listen
via stereo phones, which is real living!
Me? I'm sticking to full track monaural,
as it's going to be around a LONG time.
I
agree with Mr. Janke in his appreciation of the disc as engineered today. There
is much in favor of his line of reasoning.F. 1V. Anderson. Seattle, Wash.
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ROBINS "Gibson Girl" G O T
HER SHAPE:
Although a lady's slim.trim waist is eye-catching it has some very
practical purposes in that a gal without excess avoirdupois is
healthier, and her clothes really fit. Oddly enough, this is also true
of tape splices. While we are very proud of her curvaceous appearance, our GIBSON GIRL® splice is a symbol of engineering achievement and functional design.
Recording tape, as with most technical products, Rs mode to exacting
specifications. The standard width being .246" (literally a hairs
thickness less than I/+ inch). With a manufacturing tolerance of
plus or minus one hair thickness ( ±.003).

If an ordinary splice is made at the maximum thickness (.249")
and the recording tape is at its minimum (.243") then the adhesive
of the splicing tape protrudes to stick and "gum up" your recorder.
If an ordinary splice is made at the minimum tape thickness (.243")
and the recording tape Is full width (.249") then corners will be
left on the tape which may catch and tear.
ROBINS, by putting our GIBSON GIRL® figure to work, has solved

this problem by making the spliced portion of the tape gradually
blend into the tape itself, regardless of tape dimension. ONLY
ROBINS splicers make the splice with the GIBSON GIRL® shape.

Gibson Girl Deluxe Tope Splicer) l$4ADLX)-The finest complete splicer unit
(with olastic dust cover) includes Robins splicing tope with builtin disLIST $11.50.
penser
from $1.75 to $55.00.
Other models

"How To Get The Most Out Of Tope
Recording" by Lee Sheridan, Cot.
#TE -128, 128 pages, illust. $1.00. For
the nonprofessional recordist, this book
tells about how to buy and operate o
tape recorder, developments in stereo,
legatiry of tape recording, making
money with a tape recorder, etc.

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE!'

Send

for

FREE

catalog.

ROBINS

INDUSTRIES LORP_ FLUSHING 54, N. Y.
ATTENTION: MISS BARBARA

Plea'e send FREE catalog to

Name.....

.

....... ... .............................

Address

City

Zone

Stake
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NOTICE
Why convert to 4 -track when CAL WESTERN STEREO offers used 2 track stereo tapes at less than the price
of new 4 -track? Over 700 titles available at more than 50% off list price.
Inline only. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded! Catalog $1.00, refunded on first order. Mail order only
and no local sales within 50 miles of
San Jose. Shipped postpaid in United
States and Canada.

CAL -WESTERN STEREO
1544 Cross Way
San Jose 25, Calif.

RENT

stereo tapes
over 800 different albums
all major labels
no deposits on tapes rented

postpaid to and from your home
Free catalog

stereo-parti eP
16054 CENTINELA AVE.,

INGLEWOOD, CALIF.

-

YOUR TAPES NEED

FitMncic!:

v

,;,o

;Mo9 automatic
FilMagic
o
silicone
wn.

lubrication (pat. pend.)
end.) makes
tapes and heads
n.ae.'oio.
play better,
store better
.
last longer.
END tape squeals and "wows".
Keep heads clean. Send $2.95
for COMPLETE KIT (either type
pylon base, sleeves and fluid).
Year's supply, postpaid U.S.A.
The Distributor's Group, Inc.
204-14thSt.,N.W. Atlanta 13,Ga.

RECORDS

Suction -cup
or Flange

FROM YOUR TAPES

Meetings, concerts, training aids. etc
economically rerecorded on perma
neat hi -fidelity discs. Professional quality

.:

-overnight service-all speeds-any
quantity.WntetorFreeFolderandPrices

",'
¡_
,

.

-

RECORDEQPUBLICATIONS LABS.'
1561-15J10 Pierce Ave., Camden', N:J,.

TAPE RECORDERS
recording tape

Bell Tape Decks
Hl -Fi equipment

Norelco Speakers
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

Send for our free catalog and
see why!
COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO.
1776 Columbia Rd. Washington, D.C.
16

TAPE CLUB NEWS
Demonstrator Tape

The Bilingual Recording Club of Canada
advises that a demonstrator tape is now
available to those who want to get information about the club. This tape has been
prepared carefully, and all necessary information is on it. It tells all about BRC:
Membership fees, activities, demonstration
of tape correspondence and interviews. It is
available in French or English, just by
sending a 3" reel of blank tape to the
librarian:-E. A. Rawlings, 5411 Bocage
Street, Cartierville, P.Q. Canada. The master tape will be dubbed on the 3" reels
which will be returned promptly. The recording is made on professional equipment.
The French recording is narrated by Maurice
Roussel and the English one by Ernie Rawlings. Anybody interested in getting information regarding BRC, has just to mail a
3" reel of blank tape.
Traveling Voicespondent
VS-er Terence Hill, one-time Canadian
resident and now of Southern Rhodesia,
says that he originally started out to work
his way around the world and only recently
was able to put the brakes on after moving nearly 100,000 miles through some 26
different countries-voicesponding most of
the time. He feels he has at last taken a
permanent job in Southern Rhodesia and
can settle down to regular taping after setting something of a record for telling about
The Voicespondence Club to his friends
all over the world.
Taping Central
American Tape Exchange headquarters
has been getting inquiries as to what Taping Central means. Secretary Stuart Crowner
clears this up for us. Taping Central refers
to A.T.E. Headquarters International. It is
a place where all news is received, where
all activities are initiated, where the Newsletter is written, it is a complaint center
where you may let off steam, it is where
you may turn if you have problems of a
taping nature, and it is a friend. I think
this clarifies the matter quite well.
Illustrated Mailing List
The Australian Tape Recordists Association is planning to produce an illustrated
1960/61 mailing list, and all members are
requested to send a photograph of themselves to the club secretary ro facilitate this.
In addition, designs for a representative
and distinctive Association Lapel Badge
have been requested, with the view to producing these shortly.
Also, several manufacturers have offered
samples of their latest and best tape to the
club, and as a feature of membership benefit, reels are being circulated "round-robin"
fashion to those wishing to try out new
tapes on the understanding that they are
prepared to write in immediately, their
comments (good or otherwise) to give the
manufacturers their unsolicited opinions of
the products. American manufacturers are
being invited to participate in this idea.
This club is constantly growing-membership has doubled in the last eight
months-and we wish them continued success.

Circular Issued

In Two

Languages

The Club du Ruban Sonore, although
greatly composed of French-speaking rapists, nevertheless does not neglect its English-speaking members. Its most recent circular was issued in both languages. Because of cost of printing though, its bulletins are issued in French for the time
being. However, thanks to Edgar R. Violetre
of 110 Oakland Terrace, Hartford 12,
Conn., U.S.A., an English translation of the
bulletin is read and recorded on magnetic
tape and loaned on a round-robin basis to
interested listeners. Blind members of the
club can also hear a French reading of the
bulletin, thanks to Freddy Masson of Grosse
Ile, Montmagny Cty, Quebec, Can.
JOIN A CLUB
AMERICAN TAPE EXCHANGE
Stuart Crouner, Secretary
181 E. Main St.
Gouverneur, N. Y.
AURORA SCIENCE TAPE SOCIETY
Walt Richard Sheasby, Jr.
215 North Baldwin Ave.
Sierra Madre, Calif.

BILINGUAL RECORDING CLUB OF CANADA
J.

Paquette, Recruiter

P.

1993 Morgan Boulevard
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

CATHOLIC TAPE RECORDERS OF AMERICA,
INTERNATIONAL
Jerome W. Clarrocchi, Secretary
26 South Mount Vernon Avenue
Uniontown, Pennsylvania
CLUB DU RUBAN SONORE
J. A. Freddy Masson, Secretary
Grosse Ile, Cte, Montmagny,
P.

Que., Canada

ORGAN MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS
Carl Williams, Secretary
152 Cllxbe Avenue
Amsterdam, New York
TAPE RESPONDENTS

P.

INTERNATIONAL
Jim Greene, Secretary
O. Box 416, Dept. T, St. Louis

66,

Me.

THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB
Charles Owen, Secretary

Noel, Virginia

UNITED RECORDING CLUB
Richard L. Marshall, President
2516 S. Austin Boulevard

Chicago

50,

III.

WORLD TAPE PALS, Inc.
Marjorie Matthews, Secretary
P.

O. Box 9211, Dallas IS, Texas

FOREIGN
AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS
ASSOC.
John F. Wal,en, Hon. Secretary
Box 970. H., GPO. Adelaide, South Austrailia
TAPE RECORDER CLUB

A. Alexander, Secretary
123 Sutton Common Rd.
Sutton, Surrey, England
Please enclose self addressed, stamped
envelope when writing to the clubs.

is made in England. We would suggest that
you contact the Ercona Corp. 16 W. 46th
Street. New York 36 about the availability
of these reels in the United States. Other
than this, the 8MM movie reel is about the
only reel of metal widely available.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Questions for this department may be sent by means of a postcard or letter. Please address
your queries to "Questions and Answers." HI -Fl TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Maryland.
The most interesting and widely applicable questions will be used in this department.

Got New Webcor

U-After reading

your November issue
went out and bought a Webcor Regent
Coronet. Now I would like to know:
1 -Are my heads
self -demagnetizing?
2 -Have you ever heard of using Doe Skin
for pressure pads?
3 -To use external speakers with my Webcor is there anything I should know to get
a good match, such as impedance, etc.D., Alloway, N. J.
I

I have been
unable to obtain any in formation re metallized tape which is
used in conjunction with the electro -magnetic
automatic stops on tape recorders.
Could you please give me some information as to where I may obtain such tape.
Yourcooperation will be greatly appreciated.
-R. A. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.

out. To remedy this we would suggest that
you treat the tapes with one of the silicone
replacement fluids such as Long Life Tapa

U.

Conditioner, the Filmagic applicator or the
Robins Tape Cleaning Cloth. One or all of
these should be available at a dealers.
Follow the directions for whichever of the
products you choose to buy as it is possible
to over -lubricate the tape with silicones
which will make the capstan and roller slip.
A very little goes a long, long way.

A-So

far as we know the Revere is the
only recorder which has this feature
and probably, it is a patented one. We would
suggest you get a head demagnetizer and
use it after about every ten hours or so of
playing time. We haven't tried Doe Skin
but we have used Dr. Scholl's Kiro Felt
which is made to ease pressure spots on the
feet. It has an adhsive backing already applied and seems to adhere well to the pressure pad arm. We imagine Doe Skin is
similar and should work as well. As to external speaker, Webcor makes a matching
speaker for the unit or you can use any
good speaker that has the same impedance
as the output. As we recall, this was 8 ohms,
which is more or less standard for speaker
outputs.

Metallized Tape

AlfinnesotaAlinning and Mf g. Co., Saint
Paul 6, Minn. puts out such a tape. It is
Scotch Tape #425. It is thin aluminum
with an adhesive backing ready to apply to
the magnetic tape.

Steel Tape Reels
I would like to know in your December issue why or why not it is impossible
to buy steel reels for tapes. I would think
since the plastic reel is liable to sag and
warp in the summer months, the steel reel
would overcome all these points. I purchased
an 8MM movie reel and tried it out. It
worked fine but I thought I had better get
first-hand information on this. I hope you
can answer this for me as no one in our
F. Falls River,
community can help.

Recorded Tape Source

Q

I

to

about.

ready recorded with the latest hit tunes or
Rhythm and Blues.-W. H. G., APO, New
York
Ve suggest you write to United Stereo
A Tapes, 1020 Kifer Road, Sunnyvale, Cal.,

A.

Mass.

- u'ui,i
am writing
inquire
where'
co about getting some tape al-

to Bel Canto, 2919 La Cienega Blvd., Culver
City, Cal., and to Livingston Audio Products, 147 Roseland Ave., Caldwell, N. J.
They will provide you with catalog material
and tell you how to get the tapes you need.

A-The

only metal reel to come to our attention to hold regular % inch tape was
one supplied with a Ferrograph recorder and

Squeal Trouble

-In

the summer I noticed a squeal on
1,1
most of my brand name extra -play tapes.
The noise becomes unbearable after a few
minutes and does not seem to be mechanical
but also affects the audio and is detectable
on a few tapes I copied on another machine.
I started cleaning the heads with a commercial head cleaner and although this improved the treble in the tone, the squeal remained. Someone told me it was the head
pads. I cleaned these with a brush and although it did stop the noise when some
tapes were run, most extra play tapes still
produced the squeal. I oiled the machine but
to no avail so it is definitely narrowed down
to the tape either coming off the reel before
contacting the heads, or from the heads or
pads.
This may help you in diagnosing the
squeal trouble. The condition does not exist
on standard tapes, only on the extended
play tapes. Unfortunately, of some 75 tapes
I have, 68 are of the extended play type.H. G. H., Palymyra, N. J.
AWe believe that our difficulty still lies
in the pressure pads on your recorder
and we would suggest that you replace them
with new ones. Simply brushing them will

not remove the accumulated wax and dirt
which is imparting a very high frequency
jerky motion to your tape and causing it to
squeal by alternately seizing it and letting
it go again.
Although it should not happen, there is
some possibility that the lubrication built
into the tapes when they are made has dried
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sheen, tape

to

I /II owners

To insure optimum
recording quality with
your machine, the
recommended tape is
irish Long Play #602.
Send for technical bulletin.

ORR INDUSTRIES INC.
Opelika, Alabama
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Cllul: Auringer

Vladimir A. Usxttchtrxkq of Columbia Unirexitu has conmuch to composition of music directly on lope.

rilnted

COMPOSERS are seldom ivory-tower people. They are
very quickly aware of developments which will aid
them in their search for qualities of sound which they
can use. The science of rape recording was not yet out of
its infancy when several schools of composers-in France.
in Germany, in Rolland and Japan, and in the United
States-became alerted to the possibility of composing
directly on tape, using at first conventional musical instru"

re

o

protection for the library of tapes, with a welcome bonus
in comfort for those who work here. The moderate-sized
room is crowded. The bookcases lining the walls contain
hundreds of neatly boxed tapes of all sizes. At the far
end stands the equipment used in modifying sound; bandpass filter, mixer, equalizer, speed -control devices. In front
of this formidable battery runs a long table holding a
couple of tape recorders out of the four or five used in
blending the tapes-full-sized profes-

-

sional machines. Ready at hand are
such smaller necessities as a stopwatch,
and rolls of colored splicing tape to
help in locating materials. Here Dr.
1
Ussachevsky and his colleague, Prof.
Otto Luening, also of the music department and a composer, produce the
tapes which increasingly are making
their way in the concert hall, in the
theater, on the ballet stage, and in re_ _
corded music.
`
Dr. Ussachevsky, tall and black 1.
.
haired with heavy -rimmed glasses, sat
.
;
.
across the mike from me and gave me
y
something of the history of com6
lá
".-W1
_J
posing on tape, something of his own
4
.
efforts in the field, and the present
status of the project at Columbia. He
spoke slowly, choosing the correct
111~1--°~".
word in the way of a man of scientific mind. Which is what he is. The
approach and attitudes of the scientist
Dr. Ussachevsky experimenting with piano sounds in 1954. An early composition completed
engineer combine well with the prodirectly on tape was Sonic Contours, which was based entirely on transformed piano sounds.
fessional training as composer to equip
meats and soon the sound -generating devices of the
him for the role he has cut out for himself.
laboratory. The American composer Henry Cowell, himself
Altho the son of Russian parents, he was born in
a daring innovator in the pre -tape era, has pointed out the
China and spent the first seventeen years of his life there.
historic significance of the use of this technique in the
(He still likes to take his meals in Chinese restaurants,
ranks of his craft: "For the first time it is possible for
where he calls for the chopsticks.) His was a cultured
composers to bypass performers."
family, and he studied piano, but because of the remoteness
Mr. Cowell has also paid tribute to Vladimir A.
from Western concert halls, never heard Tschaikowsky
Ussachevsky, of the music faculty of Columbia University,
until the age of e'ghteen. It was at about that time that
as a man who "more than anybody else in this country has
he came to this country to study electrical engineering at
devoted himself to music for tape recorders."
Cal Tech. A depression was under way and it was
Taking my own portable recorder along into an enchanging many career plans. "All the engineers told me
vironment in which it must have felt painfully outclassed,
that if I had any manifest talent in a line other than
I
went to interview Dr. Ussachevsky in the basement
engineering I should pursue it." With music such a close
experimental studio at the university. It is a perpetually
second, the change in plans was in his case a painless one,
cool location, a delightful escape from New York's July
and he attended Pasadena Junior College, and Pomona
heat. As one enters the door, an emphatically worded sign
College where he took his B.A. with a major in music.
warns that the air conditioner must never be turned off:
For his graduate work he came east to the University of
_
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Rochester, taking his M.A. and Ph.D. at its Eastman
The attack, or initial tone (such as the actual stroke of
School of Music. He later went back to California and
the hammer on the strings in the case of the piano) can
Claremont College for a teacher's certificate. During the
be cut away, leaving only the continuing tone. The
war, Dr. Ussachevsky's knowledge of China was useful to
sound originally recorded can be played backwards, so
the armed forces. Since 1947 he has been at Columbia,
that the attack comes at the end. Or a narrow -band filter
where his present title is associate professor of music.
can be used to suppress or minimize certain of the overIt was at his suggestion that Columbia bought its first
tones and produce a different timbre. A fascinating example
tape recorder, but at that time it was his plan to use it
of distortion can be achieved with feedback. It's hard to
simply for the recording of regular music performances.
describe, but the effect in one of Dr. Ussachevsky's comWhen in 1951 he first began to experiment with compositions reminded me of the laughter of ghostly voicesthe reincarnation of what had once been a simple piano
posing directly on tape, he was unaware of the work
which had been done in Europe. But contacts were soon
tone. With all these resources, in endless combination, to
play around with, the possibilities are limited only by time
made. In 1953 he attended the first Congress of Experiand the creative imagination.
mental Music, held at the Musique Concrete Studio
of Radiodiffusion Fran4aise in Paris. In 1955 he and Prof.
And also, I)r. Ussachevsky would add, by money for
Luening, with whom he had been working from the early
equipment. The several tape recorders required to play
stages, traveled on a Rockefeller Foundation grant, studying
the individual tracks are only the beginning. Add mixers
the techniques in use in Europe's experimental music
and filters and one soon finds, in the words of our instudios.
formant. that "54000 is very limiting." In the matter of
Dr. Ussachevsky points out that the first French experifilters aione, he has written in a technical article, "there
ments, to which the name Musique Concrete was given,
is no end to the number of filters composers of experidate back to 1946-1947, and that discs were first used,
mental music would like to have." Then there's the question
altho they switched to tape as soon
as it became available. This French
school used sound sources of nonelectronic origin, including musical instruments. But soon a German school,
choosing the title Electronic Music,
v.
began using electronic instruments exclusively for generating the original
sound. The work at Columbia has not
been confined to either of these approaches, but has freely made use of
various sound sources-piano, flute,
gongs and other instruments, the human voice, and to an increasing
J
degree, electronic devices.
The team of Ussachevsky and
Luening began putting their own first
sounds on tape with piano and flute,
and were attracted by the possibilities
of changing pitch through the use of
r
the simple 2 -to -1 speed ratio. "I began to experiment with simple speed
change," recalls Dr. Ussachevsky, "and
Together with Peter Mauzey, engineer, Dr. Ussachevsky checks over some newly acquired
Mr. Mauzey, an electrical engineer equipment at Columbia. The university is still assembling electronic devices for this work.
here at Columbia, began to give me
of pitch regulation thru speed, which has long since
some ideas on reverberation and helped me with mixing.
escaped the limitation of the 2 -to -I ratio. "Even to change
He helped me with recording sounds, and he built some
the speed on one of our machines takes us roughly $350
of the first simple devices for mixing and reverberation
to $400 worth of gear." And one can go into the higher
which I still have as a matter of historical interest. But I
had to learn the techniques of tape manipulation pretty
echelons of finance with the addition of a range of electronic devices for the production of the sound itselfmuch by myself because there was nobody to show me."
warble-tone generators, audio oscillators, sawtooth generaAn early work was Sonic Contours, which is an entire
tors, square -wave generators, white -noise generators. The
composition based on transformed piano sounds. In this,
laboratory at Columbia is still completing its assemblage
reliance was placed on "some filtering, a great deal of
of these electronic allies.
transposition, and a great deal of reverberation. And I
added a few voices for a special effect."
With these facilities at one's command, how does one

I

At an early stage in his efforts, long before electronic
equipment for generating the sound had been tried, Dr.
Ussachevsky learned that tape offered the composer "almost too many opportunities." A tone of any pitch, produced by any musical instrument, can be extended thruout the audible range thru manipulations with speed.

go about the actual composing? One factor at least hasn't
changed since the days of Bach. There must be in a man's
mind the preconception of a unified and coherent statement, in terms of sound, which has its qualities of balance
and dramatic contrast. Both Dr. Ussachevsky and Prof.
Luening were established composers before tape came
19
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Tape materials are in temporary boxes. At this
time the equipment and space Dr. Ussachevsky had to work with was limited, but the possibilities
for composing directly on tape were endless.
in 1956.

along, each with a number of opuses in conventional forms
to his credit. But here, instead of selecting combinations
of orchestral instruments, they put the imagination to work
to utilize those materials which can he recorded on tape.
The first step, then: the recording of a sound which experience suggests can be put thru certain mutations to
achieve a desired result. It may be a single note or chord
on the piano, a continuous roll on the gong, or the wind and -rushing -water effect of the white -noise generator.
When the sound is taped, every attempt is made to
achieve minimum distortion and the most favorable signalto-noise ratio. A somewhat higher -than -normal recording
volume may be used to offset any losses occurring in the
subsequent steps. A microphone is generally required only
at this first step, and sometimes its placement in relation
to the sound source is used to achieve special effects.
At the second step, we subject the original sound to
one or more of the manipulations already described-the
alterations in pitch, the filtering, the feedback effect, the
cutting away of the attack. While the transcribing process
is going on, a filter can he used; or the composer can be
controlling his effect tiro regulating the volume or
speed -change dials. The number of sound -mutation procedures is planned so as to have a minimum of re-recording, which would result in the undesirable loss of the
more perishable upper frequencies.
The third step is the mixing of several tapes to produce
the final product. This might be compared, in conventional terms, to running together the treble, bass, and
intermediate lines in a choral or orchestral work. "It is
only here," wrote Dr. Ussachevsky in his own article, "that
the composer can verify whether his planning has been
accurate all along." All the sound mutations have by now
been completed, but two ticklish problems remain to be
solved in this final step. Each separate tape (and there
may be three, four or five of them) must contribute its
line of sound at the proper volume relative to the others.
20

And then there's synchronization, which, the composer
points out, "can be a major headache if one strives for
extreme precision." It is necessary to use synchronous
motors; and the several single-track machines must start
simultaneously, each at a precise point on its respective
tape. Otherwise the entire sequence from that point on
will be thrown off. A number of attempts may be necessary before achieving the desired effect.
Thus composing on tape is a challenging job, and sometimes a wearysome one, always demanding the utmost in
coordination and the skillful handling of equipment, as
well as a composer's vision of a satisfying final product.
As I inadequately describe the process here, it may sound
very much like an experimentalist's wonderland, far removed from any entertainment value. But for a technique
which has been in existence for less than a decade (in this
country) the practical results have been quite impressive.
As early as 1953, the Louisville Philharmonic, which has
a unique reputation for encouraging American composers,
commissioned I)r. Ussachevsky and Prof. Luening to compose a work for tape recorder and orchestra. They completed their scoring by the end of that year, and Rhapsodic
Variations for Tape Recorder and Orchestra was performed
on March 20, 1954. This is a date for music historians to
remember, for it was the first composition which used the
tape recorder as a solo instrument with orchestra. It
has been performed a number of times since, by symphonic
aggregates in San Francisco and Kansas City, at Columbia,
at Jordan Conservatory in Indianapolis, and in Belgium.
In 1954, conductor Alfred Wallenstein commissioned
another work for tape recorder and orchestra. He suggested
that Prof. Luening's Fantasy in Space and the Ussachevsky
Sonic Contours could be welded into a single unified work.
The result was A Poem in Cycles and Bells, which has been
recorded by the Royal Danish Radio Orchestra.
In 1955, Orson Welles commissioned the same two -man
team to compose some tape music for his production of

Their release numbered CRI-112 contains A Poem in
Cycles and Bells, Suite from King Lear, and an opus by
Ur. Ussachevsky alone, A Piece for Tape Recorder, as
well as a nontape composition by another contemporary
American composer.
In January, 1959, Princeton University joined Columbia
in a five-year project devoted to electronic music. This
project, made possible by a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation, has as its aim establishing the Columbia Princeton Electronic Music Center, located at Columbia
University. The Center will house standard and specialized
electronic equipment designed to meet the needs of production of electronic music. Princeton composers Roger
Sessions and Milton Babbitt are now participating in the
work, and in planning the facilities with the two Columbia composers.
What is the future of electronic music and of composing on tape? The writer has no credentials as a
prophet. But the record of rapid progress is there for
anyone to see, and one can draw the projection lines for
himself. For the conservative, me may expect that this
type of music, except when used for brief "special effects,"
may remain for some time outside the pale. That's nothing
new: so did Wagner, and so to many Stravinsky does still.
But those with a tolerant ear and 'or an understanding of
musical history have high hopes for the future of the
newborn babe. Referring to electronic music in his essay
The Pleasures of Music, appearing in The Saturday
Evening Post, a leading American composer, Aaron Copland, wrote: "We will have to take into account areas of
sound hitherto excluded from the musical scheme of
things. And why not? With so many other of man's assumptions subject to review, how could one expect music
to remain the same?"

King Lear at the City Center in New York. Welles, says
Dr. Ussachevsky, was "very good in knowing exactly
what he wanted." From specimen tapes given him by the
composers, he envisioned the most appropriate effects, and
from that point on the composers were given a free hand
in producing the music to meet his needs. King Lear went
on the stage at New York's City Center Theater early the
following year.
A fourth major Ussachevsky-Luening effort was music
for Back to Methuselah, produced in 1958 and starring
Faye Emerson and Tyrone Power in a New York stage
play. Tape music was especially appropriate here, for the
action of Shaw's play carries the audience into the distant
future, and effects were desired which would sound "not
only modern but different-something for which the
listener would be totally unprepared."
From the Columbia studio have also come tapes for
background music for television shows. Recently Dr.
Ussachevsky worked independently on the score of a
motion picture, The Boy Who San' Thrn, which has both
conventional and tape music on its sound track.
I asked Dr. Ussachevsky whether any of the tapes produced at the studio were available commercially. The
answer: "There was an outfit called Phonotapes which
originally put out some of our compositions: Sonic Contours, Fantasy in Space, Incantation, Slow Speed, and invention on a Twelve -Tone Theme. That was all done on
records and tape. It was called Tape Recorder Music. But
this outfit no longer exists. One or two of mine are available through Ethnic Folkways, on tape as well as records."
To date, the best available collection of the UssachevskyLuening compositions (if you all-out tape converts don't
mind buying a record) is a long -play release put out by
Composers Recordings, Inc., 2121 Broadway, New York.
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University Experimental Studio at McMillin Theatre, 1958-1959. The university is still
assembling equipment. Thousands of dollars have already been expended for equipping this studio,
but the devices needed are numerous indeed.
Columbia
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Golden Rules of Recorder Care
By Juan Cover
.

.

-

.

for top performance your machine needs careful attest'

-

-

DO you want your tape recorder to last? Silly question,
isn't it? Silly because the answer is so obvious. Everyone wants to preserve any worthwhile investment he
makes.
Your recorder, just like your automobile, and home
appliances needs care and there are a few simple practices
which can be followed to see that it receives that care.
Know your machine manufacturer's name and address
should you have to contact them. Most of the major manufacturers will either include with your recorder, or furnish
upon request, a list of "Authorized Service Stations"
throughout the country for repairs to their products. It is
well to get this list and check it for your local station
representative. Since a recorder is different from, and contains so many more components than a radio, it is evident
that most radio shops will not be able to handle such
repairs adequately. Having your machine serviced periodically is a good practice and will assure its longer life.
On the day of your recorder's arrival we suggest that,
as you unpack the machine you carefully inspect it for any
damage which may have occurred in shipping. Along the
same lines, it is well to check to be sure all accessories
supposed to be included are there.
Have your recorder's nesting place picked out. Of
course if the machine is an addition to an already existing
hi-fi setup, you probably have the location all picked.
For those of you who intend doing a goodly amount of
recording from the radio or phonograph, the most logical
spot will be near these; perhaps pop is going to use it
most of the time for business and wants it in his den;
or maybe the club basement used by everyone is best.
Ultimately, it may be the woman of the house, who always
has a wary eye open for a proper decorating scheme, who
makes the decision.
Most recorders seldom remain stationary in a home
where they are in constant use. It is well to remember,
however, that a recorder should not be placed on a
cushion, bed, or similar yielding surface which will plug
ventilation holes and cause the machine to overheat.

.»

L

Top: Removing the cover over the transport area of most recorders
is simply a matter of loosening a few screws. Be sure, however, to not
misplace the screws. Middle: Applying Long Life cleaner in recorder tape transport area. Use something on the order of a
0 -tip or pipe cleaner for removing dirt. Bottom: Be sure to include
the pressure roller when cleaning. Dirt or oil on this can cause the
tape to jerk or slip. Right: After cleaning, rough up the pressure
pads with a nail file or other scratchy agert.
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Left: For cleaning and demagnetizing the heads, remove anything which might block your reaching them properly, such as the protective
head shield being taken off this recorder. Right: Demagnetizing heads regularly is a recommended practice. Residual magnetism left in these
heads can cause distortion. Head demagnetizers such as the one here are available commercially. Shcwn is the Robins Industries unit.

You will be anxious to try the machine to ascertain
that it functions properly, but do not be overly enthusiastic.
Take your time.
Read all instructions carefully. To many of us, instructions are bothersome, but you must remember they are
there to serve you. They are for your convenience and are
not to be overlooked. All too often a tinkerer begins
pushing buttons, pulling levers, and whatnot, only to end
up breaking something before the machine has even
warmed up.
Dust and dirt are enemies to your recorder. Even though
brand new, dust your machine before using and frequently thereafter. Use listless cloths which will nor leave
remnants in the machine. Remember to always close the
lid when the machine is not in use.
Tape must have proper contact with the machine's heads
to operate satisfactorily. Dust, dirt, or an accumulation of
magnetic oxide particles from the tape on these heads may
cause squeal, distortions, loss of fidelity and volume, and
other irregularities in recording or reproduction.
Tape spliced improperly (using sticky adhesive, rather
than hard adhesive splicing tape) may even deposit a
residue of adhesive goo on head surfaces.
Pressure pads which push the tape against the heads also
become glazed and can manufacture the same type problems. Heads and pressure pads should be cleaned after
about every 100 hours use, as well as tape guides and
capstan rollers in the transport area. Tape guides are the
metal arms which guide the tape through its threading
process, and the capstan is the metal shaft against which a
pressure roller tightly presses the tape and pulls it through.
Should these surfaces not be kept clean, the tape will
begin slipping or jerking.
Pressure pads should he
roughened up with some scratchy agent such as a nail
file after cleaning.
One of the manufactured cleaners is recommended for
this cleaning, although isopropyl alcohol may be used.
Such tape cleaners are available from: Electrical & Chemical Specialty Company, Robins Industries Corp., and The
Distributor's Group, Inc.
Do not use carbon tetrachloride or any liquid which
tends to soften rubber surfaces or head plastics. Carbon
tetrachloride can be used, however, for cleaning tube
prongs, rotating switches, brake bands, and other metal

parts.

When cleaning, avoid using harsh materials which can
scratch surfaces. Here again, caution must be exercised
before deciding to go inside a machine to reach and clean
certain areas. If you do not have the slightest notion of
what you are doing, this is best left to a qualified repairman.
A simple method sometimes used for cleaning the
transport area is to dip a shoestring in the cleaning fluid
and thread the machine with it just as you would a tape.
Then pull it backward and forward a few times, thereby
wiping off the tape guides, heads, pressure pads, capstan
and pressure roller all in one easy application.
A record head that becomes magnetized or holds residual
magnetism will make noisy, distorted recordings. Heads
may become magnetized by surges of current during motor
switching, a lightning discharge, proximity to a magnet,
removing tubes when the machine is in the record position,
disconnecting the head in the record position and if
operated too quickly after throwing to record from playback.

Therefore, demagnetization of heads is recommended as
regular practice. A head demagnetizer can be purchased,
or can be made, if you are of the do-it-yourself clan. Any
degausser must be energized before passing it over the
part to be demagnetized and must not be shut off until
removed several inches away from the newly demagnetized
part. Otherwise, it may magnetize rather than demagnetize.
Also, the amplifier system should be off while this process
is taking place to prevent a signal from being applied
to the amplifier. Follow manufacturer's directions when
using a demagnetizer.
Do not go over your machine with an oil can lubricating every joint and moving part. Too much oil tends to
cause more trouble than it can do good. Limited, proper
lubrication with a lubricant is fine, but even this should
be done only if specified in the manufacturer's instructions.
Never substitute another grade of oil for that specified
by the manufacturer. Do not drip it anywhere but where
it belongs. It should never be allowed to get on frictional
surfaces, contact surfaces, or in a coil winding.
Before you try your machine for the first time, be sure
that the machine and any necessary components are
turned on, that operating instructions are followed, and
that all connections are made properly.
a
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DO replace worn tubes.
DO protect microphones.

DO make proper connections.
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DON'T rest recorder on pliable
surfaces.

When preparing your
tial to insert the plug of
input jack. While this
follow, it is surprising
and end up wondering

DON'T put tape and reels on radiator.

machine for recording, it is essena microphone into its appropriate
may sound like a simple rule to
how many folks do not heed it
why they are not getting a re-

cording.
The input marked Radio or Radio-Phono is for recording from these to your recorder. For this you would need
a patch cord which simply has a plug on one end (this
goes into your Radio-Phono input) and alligator clips on
the other end which are to be attached to the two metal
lugs on the back of the radio or phonograph speaker.
Any recorder takes about 10-20 seconds for its tubes
to warm up. For maximum performance professionals will
wait about 5 minutes for all bearings to be at their best
operating temperature. This is not necessary, however, for
general home recording.
Some tape manufacturers suggest that a new reel of tape,
or one that has been stored for some time, be run off to
the takeup reel and rewound before using. This is to
alleviate sticking and vibration or jerking due to tape too
tightly or too loosely wound.
Just as your recorder must be cared for, so too accessories such as mikes, patch cords, plugs, microphone extension cables, earphones, mixers, leader tape and extra
reels of tape should be properly looked after.
Never leave a mike out in the open where it can collect
dust, be overheated, or be knocked about. It is very
sensitive and easily damaged. Store it in the recorder or
put a covering over it.
Never put tape reels on a radiator, in direct summer
sunlight streaming through a window, or any place where
high temperatures can reach them. The heat will cause
warping and a wobbly reel of tape is worse than no tape
at all. Bent or cracked reels should be discarded. They can
cause periodic wows (changes in pitch), or binding
24

DON'T use soft adhesives for
splicing.

which puts undue tension on the tape.
Keep tape stored in a dry location with not too extreme
humidity or temperature changes. Although Mylar tape
resists heat and humidity, even this should be properly
stored.
Another item you might wish to have on hand is a
recorded test tape. These rapes test the recorder for such
elements as wow and Clutter, head alignment, frequency
response, etc. Playing such tapes on your machine will
warn you of any symptoms of decrease in performance
standards and be a signal to have your machine looked at
by an authorized technician.
Although good quality machines are made for lengthy
trouble -free operation, parts eventually wear and must be
replaced. To help it last a bit longer, always turn the
machine off when not in use.
You will find it desirable to plan your own tape filing
or cataloging system as your recording collection grows.
All tapes should be labeled.
Unless you have some electronic or circuity training,
do not attempt to fumble about under the cover of your
machine, other than to clean, replace a tube or make some
simple adjustment. Leave such repairs to those familiar
with them.
If you wish to understand the basic fundamentals of
tape recording, you can obtain a book on the subject
and do a bit of studying.
Among the better reference books available are: Tape
Recorders-How They Work, by Charles G. Westcott;
Tape Recorders and Tape Recording, by Harold D. Weiler;
How to Make Good Tape Recordings, by C. J. Le Bel;
Magnetic Recording, by S. J. Begun; How To Use A Tape
Recorder by Dick Hodgson and H. Jay Bullen; and Magnetic Tape Recording, by H. G. M. Spratt.
The old adage "Care Saves Wear" was never more
applicable than when applied to a tape recorder.
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of the year 1959 was
marked by the same sort of inactivity and "business as usual" that
occupied the latter half of 1958. Three
things were responsible for the general
lassitude and these were the impact of
TFIE first part

4 track tapes make bow

ebcor
419Ftw'43111

Cartrld9e

player

"re -introduced

the stereo disc, the recession and the
stalling of the RCA cartridge.
Dealers were afraid of being caught
with obsolete merchandise on their
shelves, not knowing what direction
the industry would take. They also felt
that the appearance of the stereo disc
had doomed tape to obli\ ion, not realizing that those who wanted the best
would stick to tape in spite of the appearance of the disc. The recession, of
course, hit all lines of business.
Traditionally, the "farts Show"
which is held in Chicago in May of
each year and the Association of
Music Merchants show, held in July
are the breaking places for :he showing of new equipment to the dealers.
It was at the Parts Show that the
revolution in tape got its start. A number of manufacurers showed 4 track
stereo models and at the music show
in July, there were even more.
To keep pace with the numbers of
recorders coming out in 4 -track form
the United Stereo Tapes distributing
company was set up. This firm undertook to serve as a one-source supply
for all tapes so than dealers once again
could order tapes and be sure of get -
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ting them promptly. Later in the year
SMS also announced that it too would
be able to supply 4 -track tapes to dealers. Both firms offered the tapes of all
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companies and during the latter part
of the year such big names as London
Records and Decca were added to
those already putting out 4 -track stereo
tapes. This included 22 other firms and
the catalog of four track tapes numbered over 400. All this happened in
a few short months and augered well
for 1960.
Along with this increased activity
in 4 -track was a resurgence of the
market for regular 2 -track stereo tapes.
The start was slow but gradually gath-

s}eteo

ttaek

steta°

ered speed.
It was finally realized by all concerned that the cartridge concept
would not mean the end of reel-toreel recorders and when this fact sunk
in, reel-to-reel recorders once again
took off in sales that promised to equal
or better the average 20/7 gain per
year of the past five years.
During the year a number of exciting developments took place in recorders. First was the appearance on
the market of lightweight machines in
standard makes. This was in response
to the demand for more portability by
those who had to carry a machine from
place to place.
Another innovation was the appearance of the Add -A -Track feature on
the new V -M 720. The possibilities of
this are far reaching and not limited
to home use for the ability to play one
Ekotape

v.

tONet tapa

b,wrot

4

track deck

cettrid9 e

track while recording on another is
very useful in educational uses of the
recorder.
Likewise, the growing demand for
truly portable self-contained units finally brought fruit with the introduction
of the Steelman, of U. S. manufacturer,
and the importation of such machines
as the Stuzzi.
Electronic control, including rewind
and back-up was brought out in the
Wollensak 1600 series of recorders.
This further extended the usefulness
of the tape recorder in specialized applications as well as in regular home type use.
The RCA cartridge machine was
"re -introduced" and immediately thereafter Bell Sound came out with six
different models embodying the cartridge principal. The now -you -see -it,
now -you -don't introduction of the
cartridge machine, which was probably
occasioned by production bottlenecks
slow ed its acceptance.
In addition to RCA,

a number of
firms made music available in cartridge form and Roberts Electronics
brought out a cartridge adapter which
rested on top of the recorder and used
the recorder drive and electronics.
'
Tape took off into space in many
forms perhaps the most dramatic of
which was the broadcasting of the
president's message from a whirling
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ence of transistors was also beginning
to be felt in other units.
For a regular home unit, transistors
do not have enough advantages to outweigh their higher cost at the present
time but for lightweight units, they
are a must.
A number of devices such as Robins
tape care kits, Irish's speed checker,
Electro -Chemical's lubricant applicator and Audio Device's echo eraser
made their appearance and made the
tape recordist's life a bit easier.
Kits for conversion to 4 track were
made available by most manufacturers.
1959 also saw tape beginning to
take its rightful place in the field of
education. Many schools installed
language laboratories which used tape
equipment as the base and new methods of teaching via tape were coming
under close scrutiny from all angles.
Two schools offered correspondence
courses on tape, the Midwestern Broadcasting school in radio announcing
and the Institute of Human Communication in public speaking. These institutions used taped lessons and the
student's responses were likewise on
tape. This, we are sure, is a development which will grow.
The activity of the last half of 1959
more than made up for the hangover
from 1958 in the early months of the

satellite in space. Tape also made possible the relaying of messages from
one point on the earth to another using
a tiny tape recorder in the satellite.
The appearance of stereo recorders
in the popular price ranges by Pentron, Telectro, Ampex, Webcor, Norelco, Magnecord and others will enable home recordists to make stereo
recordings of their own from discs,
radio stereo broadcasts or regular
home recordings.
Thus the hobby of tape recording
has been broadened by this latest development and, with the lower price
of stereo tapes, the ownership of a
tape recorder becomes even more
worthwhile.
Seldom heard about but heard all
over was the amount of background
music that was being played by tape
machines. This segment of the industry used cartridge machines, such as
the Waters -Conley unit, or machines
such as the Crown Crownomatic that
would play for 16 hours without repeating.
Newcomb brought cybernetics to
the rape industry by fitting the design
of their machine to the human functions instead of the more usual other
way around.
An increasing number of recorders
came out with transistorized electronics, decreasing the weight. This was
mostly apparent in the self-contained
portable machines although the intluTape

in schools
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year.

Now that the field has settled on 4 track things will hum in 1960.
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New Slide

Synchronizer
Fits Any Recorder

...

used in conjunction with any elec-

trically operated slide projector it will
enable slide shows to be presented auto-

matically.
-

by

Jerry Brock

THE synchronization of color slides and taped narration
is gaining in importance with each passing day.
Not only does it offer a cheap and effective means
of conveying sight and sound, in contrast to the expensive
color movies with sound, but it is something which anyone can do with a minimum of equipment.
It is valuable in the fields of education for lesson material may be prepared in this form by any teacher and
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rerun as necessary without additional work on the teacher's
part. It is likewise valuable for sales training or the presentation of new products to interested groups.
For home use, it offers a way to show your slides with
music background, or voiced narration in a professional
manner that is sure to entertain your audience.
Just recently a very simple synchronizer came on the
market made by the Meston Company which will fit any
tape recorder. It comes knocked -down and can be assembled in five minutes, or less, with only a screwdriver.
As the pictures show, it is basically a stand, the base of
which slips under the recorder to hold it steady. The contact head height is adjustable to suit the individual recorder.
Metallic tabs are placed on the shiny side of the tape
at each point in the narration where a slide change is desired. Contact is made between the two brass contact plates
on the synchronizer head by these tabs and the resultant
closing of the circuit is conveyed to an automatic slide
projector by means of the connecting cord.
Since the metallic tabs are applied to the back, or shiny
side of the tape, the tape must be given a twist as it leaves
the reel or the head slot (depending upon which side of
the recorder you have placed the synchronizer) so that side
rubs against the contacts.
Another reverse twist as it leaves the synchronizer head
will bring it right again on the reel.
The tabs should be about a half inch in length but may
be shorter or longer, depending upon the amount of contact time necessary to operate the projector.
The metallic tape has an adhesive backing and it may
Close-up of the Meston Synchromatic head showing the two brass
contact strips which, when brought into contact with the metallic
tab on the tape, operate the slide projector.
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Upper left: after the unit is assembled, the synchronizer head is brought up to the level of the tape reel. The screw is then tightened
to hold this position. Upper right: The tape runs from the head slot around the synchronizer head and back -o the tale -up reel. The synchronizer may also be placed so the tape is contacted before the head is reached. Lower left: showing how the tape is twisted as it
leaves the head and again after leaving the synchronizer head. Lower right: applying the metallic tape tab_

if the tape is used for another recording.
The best way to make up such a program is to first select
and arrange the slides in the order in which you want them
to be shown. Once this is done, the script should be written
out to cover each slide in the sequence.
The script should then be recorded using your recorder.
Enough time should be allowed between each secticn for
the operation of the projector. If the script is read too
rapidly You may find the projector lagging a bit in getting
each slide on the screen.
Background music carried behind the voice and rising
in volume when there is no talking makes a presentation
more attractive. This may be added using a turntable and
a mixer, or lacking a mixer, you may play music in the room
as the voice is being recorded.
be peeled off

Once the narration and/or background music has been
recorded, the tape is rewound and run through in play.
Check the narration carefully for any flubs and make any
necessary corrections.
When the narration is satisfactory, run it through the
recorder with the synchronizer hooked up and the slides
in the projector. At each point where a slide is to be
changed, put a tab on the tape. After the tab is placed, let
it run over the synchronizer head and accuate the projector.
This will serve as a double check on both the position of
the tab and seeing that the tab is of the proper length to
make the projector work every time.
This completes the job and from now on every showing will be perfectly narrated, perfectly timed and no more
work for you.
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Meston Synchromatic after assembly. Only two screws hold
the pieces together and it can be' assembled in less than five
minutes. Base slides under reccrdcr to hold it in place.
Th3
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Beginning a new series of articles
on tape

recorder specifications:

What's
IN

order to be able to measure something, you must
have something to measure it with. Some of the standards of measurement in use today have had fantastic
beginnings. For instance, our familiar foot was based on
the length of the average human foot in the dim and
distant past and, in various countries where it was in use,
it varied between 11 and 14 inches.
The pound suffered similarly. Some "pounds" weighed
as much as three times other "pounds" so that no one knew
just what he was ordering or getting. Even today we have
two different kinds of gallons on this continent. The
United States uses one, and Canada the other, the Canadian
being the larger of the two.
Whereas a foot is used to measure length and a pound
is used to measure weight, the "db" is used as a universal
unit to measure a number of electronic things.
You will find such terms as dbv, and dha. Most of the
confusion we can get rid of by sticking to the dbm of
the sound engineer which is known most commonly as
the plain db of the tape recorder and microphone specs.
We will restrict its application to audio and while our
definitions will not be 100% correct they will prove
understandable and workable in more than 90% of the
cases.

The db is an abbreviation of the word "decibel" and its
history is just as odd as the food or pound. Like Topsvit just grew.
Back in the early days of telephony and early radio
transmission of programs over telephone lines, the engineers had a unit which they called miles of loss" which
was based on the transmission loss of a signal which
traveled over two miles (one going and one returning)
of No. 19 wire. Later a logarithmic term called the "Transmission Unit" was used. Still later this became the "bel"
in honor of the inventor of the telephone but it proved
too large a unit for ordinary measurements so it was
changed to the "decibel" or 1/10 of a bel.
What we will use here is the dbm which is the power
ratio based on one milliwatt (the nr in the dbm) of
power which represents zero decibels when it originates
and terminates in a 600 ohm load. This is the usual audio
impedance found in recorders, transmission lines, etc. The
word impedance is just a word that is used instead of
resistance because you are dealing with alternating currents.

This still sounds like a really complicated and unusable
term for anyone but an audio engineer-it really isn't
though.
Let's leave the db for a moment and turn our attention
to the thermometer-a measure of heat or its absence.
There are two scales in common use, the Centigrade and
the Fahrenheit. In the United States the latter is used for
most common purposes, such as knowing when to put on
your winter woolies. The Centigrade scale is widely used
30

a db?
in scientific work and is international in scope.
Of the two, the Centigrade is the only one that is bases
on anything definite. As you will recall from your high
school days, water freezes at 0° C. and boils at 100° C.
with the fluid at a stipulated atmospheric pressure. The
space in between has been whacked into 100 units.
But 0° on the Fahrenheit scale isn't anything specificnothing happens. Fahrenheit just picked a workable zero
point for his scale and went on from there. Water freezes
at 32° and boils at 212° on his scale. Zero degrees F. is
neither the absence of heat, which has been placed at
minus 460° nor the greatest heat, which reaches millions
of degrees in the sun and stars. We doubt that any of us
have ever thought the Fahrenheit scale complicated.
Radio and transmission engineers were faced with the
same problem when it came to constructing an audio
yardstick. They finally settled on a workable unit of tone,
1000 cycles per second, at a current of 1.29 milliamperes
and .744 volts. This they called a milliwatt or zero db.
So 0 db is not a loud sound, nor a weak one just as
0° F. is neither very cold or very hot. The threshold of
sound, the absence of all noise is 90 db below zero. When
you think of it that way, much of the mystery of the db
scale disappears and it becomes as easy to understand as
the thermometer.
There is only one fly in the ointment, however, and
that is the way our ears behave. If someone places in our
hands a one pound weight and then substitutes a two
pound weight we feel that it is twice as heavy, or, if we
have a one foot piece of wood and secure one two feet in
length, it is obvious that the second is twice as long as
the first.
In attempting to devise a hearing aid for the deaf, Dr.
Bell invented the telephone. His early research had an
effect on the way the db is calculated for he discovered
that our ears do not respond to sound in an arithmetical
linear fashion, as do our eyes or muscles.
Our eyes perceive that something two feet long is twice
as long as something one foot in length. Our muscles
sense that a two pound weight is twice as heavy as a one
pound weight but our ears respond in logarithmic fashion.
If sound is doubled, the human ear will barely notice
the increase and, if it is cut in half, the ear will barely be
able to detect that the sound is lower. Because of this
insensitivity to changes in sound level the broader logarithmic scale was chosen with the unit of measurement
the db.
Let's start at zero db. This represents one milliwatt of
sound of a pleasing tone, 1000 cycles per second, which
can be easily heard in a headphone.
If we double the power, producing two milliwatts of
sound only a barely perceptible change in loudness will
be noted. But by referring to the table, we can see we
have increased the sound plus 3 db.

If the power is again doubled to four milliwatts, the
sound will again slightly increase in loudness but we will
find we have now increased it to 6 db from the first level.
At eight milliwatts we are at plus 9 db and a 16 times
increase in power takes us to 12 db and so on.
The reverse is also true. Starting at 0 db and cutting
the sound power in half, we will notice a very minor
change in the headphone but the sound will have dropped
to minus 3 db on our "sound thermometer." If we halve
it again, getting one-fourth the power, we will again notice
a slight change and we will be "down" or minus 6 db.
You can quickly see that the use of the logarithmic scale
is necessary when you consider the fact that whereas 10
db is 10 times the power, 20 db is 100 times, 30 db 1000
times, 40 db 10,000 times, 50 dh is 100,000 times and 60
db 1,000,000 times.
It is interesting to note the various loudnesses in db's of
some common sounds. These measurements are with reference to the threshold of human hearing.
The rustle of leaves will run 20 db and an average
conversation 60 db or, referring to the tables, the yak -yak
is 10,000 times as loud as the rustle of leaves. The a\ erage
factory runs 75 db, an auto horn 120 db, a 75 piece
orchestra 140 db and a turbojet engine 175 dh.
So what does all this mean when you go to buy a tape
recorder or other piece of gear?
Suppose the specifications read "50 to 10,000 cps plus
3 db." Is this good or bad?

or minus

We'll take up the matter of cps in another article in
this series. Right now just consider it as tones on a piano.
The lowest G note vibrates the air at a rate of 48.99 times
a second. The highest note on the piano, the little tinking
C way at the other end of the keyboard vibrates the air
4 186 times a second (cycles a second). Of course, there
are overtone notes that go beyond this. According to some
authorities a piano may be recorded realistically if the
recording medium will go out to 8000 cps.
Let us compare the piano notes with the specifications
given, 50 to 10,000 cycles per second, plus or minus 3 db.
As we have learned, it takes an increase or decrease of at
least 3 db for the human ear to tell that the loudness of
the sound has been changed. Thus, the specs tell us that
any note or sound which falls within the range of from 50
cycles per second to

At right

10,000 cycles

chart showing how the db
is useful. The chart shows
the value of keeping your head clean. The
O line indicates the output is flat with the
tape in perfect contact out to 10,000
cycles. If the tape is held away from the
head by one-tenthousandth of an inch the
output will gradually drop off (dash line)
from slightly above 1000 cycles until at
10,000 cycles it is 10 db "down." Let
us now refer to the worst condition shown
on the chart, the lower solid line which
shows what happens when the tape is held
4.5 mils away from the head. The output
at 100 cycles is down about 3 db and
from there the curve plummets until at
1000 cycles it is 40 db below zero
or
from the table, the output is 10,000 times
less. Beyond this point there is no response for the higher notes simply do not
reproduce at all. Chart courtesy of Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.

per second

will

he

db's
1

rat i0

db's

ratio

20
30

100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000
1,000,C00,000

I

2

I.7

3

2

4

2.75

5

6

3.25
4

7

5

8f )

8

6.5

90

9

8

10

10

40
50
6( )

70

Table above shows how db sca'e, which is logarithmic, compares to
the arithmetical stole. A 20 db increase in loudness will actually make
the sound 100 times as loud. Our ears follow the db scale of volues.

reproduced either exactly as recorded or at no greater
change than is barely perceptible to the human ear. The
plus or minus 3 db forms a sort of fence on either side of
the flat position where every sound would he reproduced
exactly as it was recorded with no variation whatever. So
both the low G and the high, high C will he reproduced
within 3 db of each other.
Some of the finer instruments hold the specifications to
within two db's which is not discernible to the ear at all.
Only a sensitive meter will show it.
Some of the commercial equipment used in the voice
range of frequencies (300 to 2500 cps) varies as much
as plus or minus 10 db yet is perfectly acceptable for
speech and the deviations would not even he noticed by
an untrained ear.
Any chart which shows, or any description that makes
the statement that the equipment is "flat" from here to
there means that there is no deviation at all.
So the db turns out to be simply a measurement of
sound power that is akin to the degrees on a thermometer
and, like a thermometer, has a reference point of zero.
Minus or "down" db's indicate how much below the
reference point the sound lies and plus db's how much
above. The spread between the minus and plus ratings
given in the specifications tells you how far from the flat,
or absolutely true reproduction, the particular piece of
gear is allowed to wander. Since the ear cannot detect a
difference of less than 3 db, anything below this point
will he physically undetectable by a human.
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PLAYBACK HEAD IN MILS (.001 IN.)
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s

1000

2000

5000

FREQUENCY IN C.P.S.--TAPE SPEED 7.5 IN/SEC.
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NEW PRODUCT REPORT
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Product: Norelco Stereo Continental 41111
Distributor: North American
Philips, Inc., 230 Duffy Are.,

i

Hicksville, L. I., N.

Y.

Price: $399.50

,'

' ,c. _
,411
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NORELCO STEREO CONTINENTAL
.
.
. features 4 -truck
record and playback, monitoring jack, and
mixing. Has three speeds, stereo mike.
.

HE Norelco Stereo Continental 400
is a completely self-contained unit
with both stereo record and playback. It has dual preamplifiers and
amplifiers for playback and dual recording amplifiers for record.
It incorporates the latest in 4 track
heads and will either record monaurally one track at a time or stereo in both
directions.
It is a three -speed machine having
I%8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips speeds with a
frequency response of 50 to 7000 at
the lowest speed, 50 to 14000 at 33/4
and 50 to 18000 at 71/2.
All stereo recorders will of necessity have more controls and appear to
the average person as being more complicated and perhaps beyond their
corn prehension.
This machine has a complete set
of controls but it is one of the simplest machines to operate.
For playback, you need only push
the key for the appropriate speed,
push the play key and adjust the volume to suit your taste-that is no more
than on the simplest of recorders. The
only other thing which must be done
is to put the selector switch to the
appropriate position-either monaural
or stereo.

T
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The principal controls are found in
the push keys shown in the photo on
the facing page. The record control
has an interlock to prevent accidental
erasure. Next to it is the pause key
with its release, a small button above
it. This we found ro be a very handy
gadget indeed.
For one thing, it enables you to
plug in the microphone and adjust the
recording volume before you move the
tape. It also enables you ro start and
stop the tape at any point while keeping the recorder in readiness to resume
either playing or recording. This is
very handy for the elimination of commercials when recording off the air.
The recording volume indicator is
of the bar of light type. In this unit
there is a central red line which the
light approaches from either end.
Proper recording level is attained when
the light just touches the bar on peaks.
A magnifying lens over the indicator
makes it very easy to see and it may
be clearly seen in a brightly lighted
room with no difficulty.
The program index counter located
at the top of the machine is a four
digit unit which can be reset.
There are separate volume controls
for microphone and radio/phono in

recording and thus it is possible to
mix two sources of sound and record
them on the tape.
The selector switch enables the user
to put the machine in either monaural
record and playback or stereo record
and playback.
For monophonic record, the monaural switch is placed in the R + L
position and the selector switch set tc
the desired track.
The microphone is plugged in and
the left side of it used. If recording
from a radio or phonograph, the accessory cord should be plugged into
the left input channel.
For stereo recording, the selector
switch is set to stereo and the mike
plugged in. If a recording is made
from radio or records, then each lead
is plugged into its appropriate jack on
the input panel.
The microphone furnished with this
unit is most unusual. It consists of a
single unit which contains two pickup
cartridges. These are shielded from
each other within the case.

The

Continental 400 with the case closed.

is finished in green and gold with
white control knobs. Speaker for second
stereo channel is contained in lid. Unit is
complete.

Recorder

.tLe
DU3e,NG

The controls.

Upper push keys, first group at left,
forward. Right, small button is shut-off, keys are
ume control, radio/phono volume control, selector.
volume control, balance control and ganged tone

Using this mike you can't make a
bad stereo recording, you will get
stereo on your first try. As your skill
as a recordist increases, you might
want to get into the use of rwo mikes
and this you can do by means of an accessory junction box and mikes.
There is an arrow on the top of the
mike and this should be pointed toward the center of the sound source.
Of course, it is possible to get a
wider spread pickup with two mikes
but it is just as likely, without sufficient knowledge, to so place the mikes
that you get a poor stereo recording.
This mike was designed for average
use.

The balance control is centered with
normal balance and should be turned
toward the weaker channel to raise its

r

w
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play, record and interlock, pause and release. M'ddle group, fast rewind, stop and fast
speed control for I1/4 ips., 33/4 and 71/2. Knobs frcm left to right are: microphone volBars are dubbing control and selector for monaur<I operation. At right are playback
control. Below middle group of keys can be seen the record volume indicator.

volume if necessary. Thus the sound
level may be set by the regular volume
control and rhen the balance between
the two speakers established without
disturbing it.
The tone control is ganged with the
upper part of the knob controlling the
right channe and the lower part the
left. At midway, the response is flat.
Toward the left it boosts the bass and
to the right it boosts the treble.
There is no "on -off" switch on this
machine. To prepare it for recording
or playing back you merely depress
the proper speed key and this turns
on the recorder. To turn it off, you
depress the small button to the left of
the speed key group of controls.
By using a pair of 1000 ohm stereo
headphones plugged into the monitoring jack it is possible to hear what is
being put on the tape as it is recorded.
This is .t very worthwhile feature,
especially if two separate mikes are
used for stereo recording. You can
also hear the sound if recording is
done mmsartrally.
There is a dubbing switch on the
unit which permits recording one

sound over the other but since there
is no way of hearing the first sound
while recording the second it is not
of much use. This is the one thing
for which ske did not care on the machine
An automatic tape stop is incorporated and to actuate it a 6" length
of al.iminum foil is attached to the
tape about three feet from the end.
In testing this machine we found it
to be of fine workmanship throughout.
It is quiet in operation and simple to
use, despite the apparent number of
controls.
Its output volume is adequate and
the sound is excellent. We also liked
the fact that it is a complete unit with
no other amplifiers or speakers needed.
If you are planning the purchase of
a stereo recorder we believe it would
be wise for you to consider this unit.

...y,.Q.."..,.T"...,.,.
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A stereo mike

containing two separate mike
cartridges is furnished with the unit. Arrow
on top should be pointed toward middle of
sound when a recording is made.

.
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.
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Upper: ot.tput panel on side of recorder: Upper jacks are for right and left feed to external amplifier. Center switch cuts speaker in unit 'ehen desired. Lower jacks are speaker
outputs for left and right. External speaker provided with machine is plugged into right
channel. These jacks are feeds from the machine's amplifiers. Lower: input panel on recorder. Has radio/phono left and right, jack for monitoring with stereo headphones and
jack to tale stereo mike plug.
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New"Traasf/yweight

SELL: WEATHERS K601D Turntable with arm,
diamond stereoamic cartridge, "DetraFix" arm positioner. Sells for 5120. Mine only 2 months
for 570. R. W. Long. Box 943, Lafayette, Loui-

old-

SHOP OR SWAP

siana.

8lb. Professional Field Recorder
Fully transistorized, battery.operated,

electriomotor portable tape recorder.
Studio quality performance assured
with complete independence from AC
power. Exceeds NAB stondords for
frequency response, flutter, wow and
dynamic range. Fifteen One and TwoSpeed Standard and Stereo Models
available at speeds from 15/16 to

Advertising In this section Ls oven to both amateur
and commercial ads. Ill -FI TAPE RECORDING does
not intarantee any offer advertised In this column
and all scraps. etc.. are strictly between Individuals.

RATES: Commercial ads, 5.30 per word. Individual
ads. non-commercial.

0.05 a word.

Remittances to full should accompany copy. Ads will
inserted in nest available issue. Please print or
Address ad to: Shop
or Swap. Hl -Fi Tape Recording Sfacazine. Severna
type your copy to avoid error.

literature

and direct factory prices.

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA

Park. Std.

398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

TAPE RECORDERS
HI-FI COMPONENTS
ot.EEP LEARN
+

KITS

MERITAPE
Unusual Values
Law east. high quality
FREE
recordist] raps. In pease
1960 CATALOG
or sans.
2 AA, 174 Sr.. Flu+nlnp
65. N. Y.

./_-

oOR

EcoNt,
g

RECORDING TAPE
- -

Premium Quality
ill day money back guarantee
1200' Acetate 3 for 53.50
2400' Mylar 3 for 59.60
Lots of In, any assortment. deduct 10%. Add peat awe

15c firer

spool.

DON'T BUY 111.P1-components. kits, tape recorders, until son vet our low, low quotes by return mail.
wholesale Catalog PYee,
HI -FIDELITY CENTRE
1799T 1st Ave.. New York 28. N. Y.

DO YOU HAVE

ASLEEP, hypnotize with your
recorder, phonograph or amazing Electronic Educator endless tape recorder. Free catalog lists over
2011 un tsual capes, records, equipment for experimenters. Sleep-Learning Research Association, Box
2.1-TR, Olympia. Washington.

DEVELOP \r'ILLPOWER PERSONALITY with
hypnotic sleep canes. Also break habits and lose
weight. "Transitional Sleep Education" give word
for word techniques.
ASR
53.00 details free.
Foundation. Box 211-I_ Lexington. Kentucky.
STEREOPHONIC COSIPONENTS, RECORDERS.
TAPES. Package quotes. Kayla Co.. 1470.T Elmer
Road, Wantagh, N. Y.

HISTORY OF "Ame- rica, 100 Years Ago" now
available on rape. 208 three-minute narration programs containing depth study of manners, morals,
homelifz, legends, etc., a century ago. Send for list
& prices.
Sabin Recordings, Box 395. Hurley.
N. Y.

.. who are interested iii recording
and who would enjoy receiving o
FREE sample copy of

SELL: Concerrone Custom 33, stereo record and
playback. 2 separate preamps. 4 heads, place for
5th. carrying case-cost over 51.000. Sell-$700.
Lamb, 1219 Yardley Road, Morrisville, Pa.

Hi -Fi TAPE RECORDING
Magazine?

WANTED TAPESPONDENTS. Anyone of popular interest, send a tape. William C. Graves, 543
Roseland Parkway, New Orleans 23, Louisiana.

LEARN

HYPNOTISM,

SELF-ItYPNOSIS

TAPE RECORDING
Severna Park, Md.

Please send o copy of Hi -Fi Tope

Recording without charge to:
Name

RECORDERS. RECORDING TAPE, Bell
tape decks. 1-li-Fi. Norelco speakers. We will not
he undersold' Send for our free catalog and see
why.
Commissioned Electronics. 1776 Columbia
Road, Washington, D. C.

....

City

SELL-Ileath:

..

......

Zone

State

Name

City

-3A, $18.00; WA -P2, 412.0(1.
Rek-O-Kut: L-34. 545.00. Dynamu: 8017A Erase
Heads. 2 for 51(1.00. Dynakit: Mark II Modified.
555.00. K.D.D., 1308 Hampshire Lane, RichardRECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. LP's, 45's, 78's.
All sizes. Write for details. I NI P, Box D 1266.
Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts.

Zone

State

SWAP RECORDING TAPE: for amateur
art and pinup photos or negatives fur personal
collection. Harry Keep. 111(1 Winbens St.. Houston 1. Terns.

Name

Address

City

34

mil, 4/56.76. Mylar, 1200', 11/2 mil, 4/56.60.
mil, 4/S9.00. 2400', 1/2 mil, 4/313.00.
1800',
Ilisonic, Box 86AA,
15 cents per reel.
New York 63, N. Y.
I

Postage

.

..

...

......

Zone

State

BiMonthly

listings

of

used

stereo tapes for sale or trade by other tape fans 51
per year. Your tapes listed 50 cents per tide. Bill

Johnson, 430 Lindbergh
Georgia.

Dr.. #515, Atlanta

5.

CONVERT Mono Tapes to Stereo, Stereo to Mono.
S4.99 each, Tapes Duplicated. 71/ or 33/4 speed.
Transcription. 1830 S.W. 4th Street,
General

Miami, Florida.
RECORD CUTTING for every occasion from your
tape to unbreakable disc-weddings, socials. lectures, schools. Free information. Albergo Recording Studio, 121.18 Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone
Park 20, N. Y.
RE -USABLE MAILING BOXES for 3" rapes, with
reversible address labels. Simple clasp closes box.

Price, six for a dollar. Lightning Calculator Co..
Box 6192, St. Petersburg Beach 6, Florida.

WANTED:

would like to buy a two -channel. or
I
more, recording equipment. Good condition. Send
information and price of your used stereo equipment. Write, Larry Melton, P.O. Box 260, Independence, Mo.

DO YOU PREFER SOUNDS of great bands, music
of the swing band era, good dance music? Ther,
don't delay, spin a tape to Ray Galloway. 2016
Smead St., Logansport, Indiana.

Four Track Stereo

TAPE RECORDERS

FREE
Catalog

TAPE

Values

MENT

TAPE, REPLACEHEADS, TUNERS, AMPLIFIERS AND HI Fl COMPONENTS.

I.

Stare

STIAN1 ENGINES IN Ill -Fl! Other unu- sual prod -coons. ('omnlete sound effects library. Free cara1'it. Delco Pr.'ductions, Box 1.0, Grand Island,
Nebraska.

DECKS,

Four Track Stereo Tapes

EFSCO SALES

270-K Concord

West Hempstead, N. Y.

-

highest
We specialize in TRADE -INN
allowances-Ampex, Concertone, 3lagnecord Noreleo, 1'entron, Presto, Tandberg,

Viking. Ili -Fi Components-Fisher, Scott,
I, rte. Write for lists of new and
Sheet*
used iiems,

BOYNTON STUDIO
Pennsylvania Ave., Dept. TR
Tuckohoe, N. Y. Tel, SP 9-5278
10

broadcasts on rape.
Buy. rest, trade for copying. Preferably 71/2 ips,
double track, direct line, not mike. A. M. (hider.
hill, Jr., Heliport, L. I., N. Y.

Will.
Your

-

sponse, permanently lubricated. Money back guarantee. Acetate. 1200', 11/2 mil, 4/55.20. 1800',

WANTED: NBC-TV OPERA

Address

or

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING TAPE
Finest
quality of prime manufacturer. Full frequency re-

PM

son. Texas.

Addrasa

7/,

from

recorded tapes! Other helpful Tapes, Books, Recordings! Free Catalog.
Write Philanthropic Library.
Drawer TR697, Ruidoso, New Mexico.

TAPE

Hi-fi

from your mascot.
15 ips, half-track.
Contact Alliance Recording and Tape Duplicating
Company, 171 - Wyandotte, Kansas City 8, Mis-

TRADE -A -TAPE:
SELL: Mae record 101, stereo record and playback,
2 preamps, carrying case, 2 speed -3310.
Lamb.
1219 Yardley Road, Morrisville. Pa.

FRIENDS...

If you do, just send us the names on
a postcard or use the coupon below.

DUPLICATES-made

Reasonable rites. 33/4,

1

SALE: PENTRON CA -13 record/playback
pre -amp 540.00. Used very little. J. V. Plottner.
4039 Falcon Rd., Canton, Ohio.
FOR

RENT STEREO TAPES-over 900 different-all
major labels-free catalog.
Stereo-Parri. 1608F
Centinela Ave., Inglewood 3, California.

TWO

TAPE

souri.

LEARN WHILE

-

SONG LYRICS wanted for musical setting and recording. Immediate consideration. Five Star Music
Masters, 93 Beacon Building, Boston, Mass.

be

15 ips.

Write for

RECORD CUTTING SERVICE: Tape to disc. All
sizes & speeds. Highest quality. Low cost. Quantity
discounts. Write for literature and prices.
Electronic Associates, Box 91. Marion Station, Pa.

Mr

MAIL ORDER

You can now purchase

"Ile

HI-FI
all your Hi -Fi from one

reliable source and be assured of perfect delivery. Carston makes delivery from NY stock
on most Hi -Fi, Recorders and Tape within 24

hours. SEND US A LIST OF YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUOTATION and our FREE wholesale catalogue.

CARSTON STUDIOS
125-C East 88 St.

New York 28, N. Y.

FOR

YOUR AUDIO BOOKSHELF
TAPE RECORDERS AND
TAPE RECORDING

YOUR TAPE RECORDER
by Robert and Mary Marshall

by Harold D. Weiler

This is the lirst hook for nonprofessional users and includes the photographs and specifications of 55 recorders
as a guide to selecting ;he proper machine for various
uses. The hook does not deal with technicalities. It was
written after some 2500 experiments had been conducted,
using recorders in the fields of education. camps, meetings, business and the home. Part of the book is devoted
to an explanation of hi -ti principles and terminology.
53/e"

x

8", cloth bound, 288 pp. Illustrated

.... $4.95

The latest book by the well known author of "Ili -Fi
Simplified" which has sold over 65,000 copies. Written
so that anyone can understand it the book covers Room
Acoustics; Microphone Techniques; Recording From
Records; Radio and TV; Sound Effects; Tape Recorder
Maintenance; and Adding Sound to Slides and Movies.
Over 100 illustrations and diagrams in 13 chapters of
practical down-to-earth suggestions make this book the
beginners bible.
51/2"

x

-

--

81/4"

illustrated

190 pages
paper bound

$2.95

HOW TO MAKE GOOD TAPE RECORDINGS
by C. J. Le Bel, Vice President Audio Devices, Inc.

HIGH FIDELITY

SIMPLIFIED

by Harold D. Weiler

This book has sold more than 65,000 copies and is one of
the most popular books on the subject. It covers the
How, What, V by and Where of Hi -Fi, Sound, Acoustics,
The Simple Loudspeaker, The High-Fidelity Loudspeaker, Loudspeaker -Enclosures, The Basic Amplifier,
The Amplifier, The Record Player, Tuners, Use of a
Horne Music System, and Tape Recorders. It is illustrated
with numerous drawings, charts and pictures. While
authoritative, it is written in an easy -to-read style.
51/2" x 81/2", paper bound, 208 pp.

$2.50

Illustrated ..

A

complete handbook of tape recording containing 150 pages

of up-to-the-minute Information of practical value to every
tape recordist. Easy reading for the most inexperienced of

home recordists.
Sections include: How A Tape Recorder Works. Characteristics of a Tape Recorder, Selecting A Tape Recorder. Selecting
A Recording Tape, Using the Tape Recorder. Making A Microphone Recording, Acoustically Treating the Studio. Tape Ediing, Binaural or Stereophonic Recording, Putting Together A
Recording Show, and a Glossary of Tape Recording Terms.
51/4" x 8", 150 pp., paper bound,

$1.50

illustrated

TAPE RECORDERS-HOW THEY WORK
by Charles G. Westcott and Richard F. Dubbe
This book is based on the principle that to get the most from
a recorder, one must first understand thoroughly how it op-

erates. It contains diagrams and schematics and explains in
not too technical language "what's under the cover" of a
recorder.
51/2" x 81/2", 177 pp., paper bound,
$2.75
illustrated

BASIC ELECTRICITY

TECHNIQUES OF MAGNETIC RECORDING
by Joel Tall

This book translates the complexities of a science Into practical,
easy -to-follow techniques It is a book for the professional who
wants new ideas, new standards of excellence, and a book for
the amateur just introduced to magnetic recording. Beginning
with a description of Poulsen's invention of magnetic recording. the author presents a condensed history of developments
since 1900. Then he treats the many problems that arise in
magnetic recording. Individual chapters are devoted to recording in such areas as medicine, education, and public entertainment and advertising. The inclusion of descriptions written by
the originators of various techniques, extensive quotation from
the laboratory notes of pioneers, an extensive glossary, and a
comprehensive bibliography make this book invaluable to the
amateur and to the professional.
81/2"

x

51/2", 472 pp., cloth bound,

illustrated

$7.95

by Van Valkenburgh, N3oger and Neville, Inc.
These five volumes, and the five listed below on Basic Electronics are the texts of those subjects as currently taught
at Navy Specialty Schools They are simplified, clearly illustrated and one basic concept is explained at a time without
the use of complicated mathematics.
Vol. 1-Where Electricity Comes From. Electricity in Action, Current Flow. Voltage and Resistance. Magnetism, DC
Meters. Vol. 2 DC Circuits. Ohm's and Kirchoff's Laws,

Electric Power. Vol. 3-Alternating Current, AC Resistance.
Capacitance and Inductance, Reactance, AC Meters. Vol. 4Impedance, AC Circuits. Resonance. Transformers. Vol. 5DC Generators and Motors. Alternators.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
1-Introduction to Electronics, Diode Vacuum Tubes,
Dry Metal Rectifiers, Power Suppliers, Filters. Voltage Regulators. Vol. 2-Introduction to Amplifiers Triode Tubes,
Tetrodes and Pentrodes, Audio Voltage and Power Amplifiers. Vol. 3-Video Amplifiers, RF Amplifiers, Oscillators.
Vol. 4 Transmitters, Transmission Lines & Antennas. CW
Transmission and Ampll'.ude Modulation. Vol. 5-Receiver
Vol.

Antennas, Detectors and Mixers, TRF Receivers, Superhets.
6" x 9", 128 pp. Each Volume 52.25.
S 10.00
Complete set, 5 volumes

BOOK DEPARTMENT

Tape Recorders

and Tape Recording

HI-FI TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE
Techniques of Magnetic Recording

Severna Park, Md.
Please ship immediately the books checked.
I

E

enclose

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

Make Good Tape Recordings

How

To

Tape

Recorders-How They Work

High

Fidelity Simplified

Your Tape Recorder

ZONE....

STATE

All books shipped postpaid from stock same day order is received. If not
satisfied return books within 5 days and money will be refunded.

E

Basic Electricity Vols.

Set

Basic Electronics Vols.

Set

E

Be Your Own Teacher
LEARN THE FUNDAMENTALS OF TAPE RECORDING AND
OPERATION OF YOUR MACHINE BY LISTENING TO ... YES,
LISTENING TO, AN AUTHORITATIVE BOOK ON THE SUBJECT.

ALL ABOUT

TAPE

ON TAPE
JACK BAYHA
f

NARRATED BY ED CONDIT
DUPLICATED BY LIVINGSTON ELECTRONIC CORP.

PUBLISHED BY TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE
SEVERNA PARK. MD.

This unique TAPEBOOK@ describes and lets you hear
Home Recording, Field Recording, Low Impedwhat your recording should sound like. It also illustrates
ance, Microphones, Recorder Maintenance and
by sound what over -recording, wow, flutter, distortion,
Testing.
wrong mike placement, etc. are like. In easy to understand language, backed up by sound demonstrations, you
In addition to hearing the instruction, you are provided
are instructed in the basic information you should have
a 28 page illustrated manual that follows the spoken word.
as a tape recorder owner.
The tape also contains a test section for testing your
Chapters include: How A Tape Recorder Works,
recorder's head, so that you can adjust it if necessary
A Demonstrated Glossary, Recorder Operation,
for proper response.
71/2 IPS, 7" Reel, Dual Track
$6.95 postpaid
33/4 IPS, 5" Reel, Dual Track
$5.95 postpaid

GET YOUR COPY

TAPEBOOK DEPT.
MOONEY ROWAN

TODAY -ASK

Please send me the following:
copies 7" reel @ $6.95 each.
copies 5" reel @ $5.95 each.

YOUR DEALER OR

Name

PUBLICATIONS

SEVERNA PARK, MD.

Address

ORDER DIRECT

City

Zone

State

